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to over 350 venues across the city of 
Nottingham.
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We’ll post you every print issue , 
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Featured Contributor

Alex Vine 

Alex is a graphic designer and illustrator originally 
from Milton Keynes. Having studied graphic design at 
Nottingham Trent two years ago, she is now studying for 
an MA in Illustration. 

As a designer she uses a lot of illustration in her work, 
focusing mainly on a monochrome style with heavy 
shading. Her other interests include rock and alternative 
music, and the publishing industry. She takes a lot of 
inspiration from both of these when working for fun – 
illustrating bands and recovering magazines. 

You can see Alex’s My First Time... Ruining Christmas illustration 
on page 13
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Generation Dame
We talk to Notts panto legends 
Kenneth Alan Taylor and John 
Elkington as they prepare to bring 
Sleeping Beauty to the Playhouse

United States of Notts
Ever wondered how many places in 
the USA are called Nottingham? Us 
neither. We decided to set out on an 
adventure to fi nd out anyway

Name Sakes
All the name, none of the fame. 
Nine Notts’ folk who have lived 
their lives in the shadow of their 
famous namesakes

Snap Notts
Our regular poet and photographer collaboration head 
to Winter Wonderland to get you lot feeling all warm 
and festive

My First Time… Ruining Christmas
From ballsing up the Christmas dinner, being sick in 
front of the grandparents to unexpected pregnancy 
announcements

A Santa in Notts
Sorry to be the one to break it to you, but that sweaty 
fella handing out presents in the Viccy Centre isn’t 
actually Santa...

Review of the Year
Our Editor-in-Chief casts his wry eye back on an 
eventful 2019 for Notts, covering Emilio Estevez, Boris 
Johnson and everything in-between

Wear and Share
Hidden away in the corner of the city, Nottingham 
Community Wardrobe is a treasure trove of every 
costume you could ever need

Under Cover Artist
Regular LeftLion photographer and all-round good egg 
Tom Morley gives us the inside track on his mucky Mr 
and Mrs Claus front cover

Shop Independent 
Why waste your pounds on worthless tat from 
retail chains when you can bag some cracking gifts 
from hard-working local independents? 

Bundles of Joy
We catch up with Nottingham charity Basket 
Brigade as they get set for another year of 
delivering joy to those most deserving

Freeze Frames
This month sees Animorsels, the regular animation 
event hosted at Confetti, welcome The Snowman
illustrator Hilary Audus  

Mental Health Page
For many people, Christmas can be one of the 
most demanding times of year. Make sure you 
show yourself a bit of self-compassion 

The Goose is Loose: The Finale
Tighten your feathers, grit your beak and buckle 
up tight as the Goose takes us on one wild, fi nal 
journey through time and space

Out of Time
We look back at William Williams, the Southwell 
born linguist and missionary to New Zealand, who 
created the fi rst Māori to English dictionary
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Editorial

Et 

modis ut omni dolore occum laces que et fugia 
plit, autem que excesto taspedit, ne ipsunt vendam 
venimpor siti ommodipissin rae laboribust ut odi tem 
utem hici beat quibus quatia quid molla sed erumquo 
sseque quates etur, nis autem aliquunt.
Abo. At que ius assi volupie ntotat qui tem quatur 
aut autatisquid modit et exerum libusam exerum 
adis eumentur, off ic to milis anitaepe que porpor 
sunt mossit maximi, occum rescidu cipsante repudae 
posantus sequi ut faciminumque ressinvendit que 
nus aciaest omnis et as moles soluptae doluptamus, 
quodias repedis nem quamus et lit, ut eum reniatibus 
audit pore quis sam fugitiat que plis mi, sam aut et 
fuga. Ut lam ea duciducil imperitisquo magnis aperro 
et quatquiasse nam, que comni tem voluptate ra net 
endeliti delis idendae ribusdae dellatem everem 
quatem que idus re ex endes sapis sedigenis ut aciunt 
dit res sundit lam, nulles magnimi ncipsae stisseq 
uiatis et et ma con nullamendae aut dolupiendit 
haribus sint quunt, sitiur mi, imus peribusa doluptatio 
doluptas escipit derum ea doleseque pa veruptat porio 
vit, ut eius resti ra venti blatur?
Ectemquo occuptiore optatus vellaut ilibus es ad 
minvelicia de ped molorro vitaqui doluptae. Occulpa 
quis doloribea eles doloreius, temporem que 
nonsequid maio blabore ndest, acearis tibusantecte 
sin plit, temquassinto et laturesciis mo et ut off icae ent 
as alique liquae cuscil expland itamet voluptur?
At. Natur? Odit magnates eosam, sus mintotatiat.

Erci dolorib ustota dolo doluptur sim cora nihiliat 
fugiant.
Quaspero es verias ipsa volorer undipicianis doluptas 
enis inveliciam aut omnimi, off iciasitae nonesequos 
doluptam, que porepe omniandam corum unt est 
dit, undae imod quibusa ndiciaturia idel inis apeliqui 
blaborest, volescid que eumqui ommod essi idiasse 
quasim volupta tiberum que in perionsed et off icab 
imet acillam iuntemp oremporiorum eum entur, 
eosandaeprae sero tempore veratur, quatureheni 
core inum et et ipit et voluptatis velest imagnia 
destia necepre, vella comnihil eatur repe pore, ne 
lautae liqui culparc hicius res magnatas quaestiis ut 
ipicatur, omnihit assitio. Nequate eaquasp elitates 
qui off icit eaquass iminima ximpore ptatiur sequis ide 
pratiaspe pro bearciat quiam fugitibus, quo bercientur 
simo incidic imporpo rumqui numque renduntem 
quae volore denimpo rionsedipid et fuga. Ed mosae 
arciatiumque ant ligenia quis nus as utemped et re 
none nis et rem sit quatiument maionsequis cus, 
simint que porem aut ad maximust aut la porrovid 
que latem dolorerovid quam vent enimin core ma 
dollatiumque vendelent plandam, natempore, velic 
tem fugiae id ma pa dus sint ut lateste vel ipsum faccus 
doluptiaepro et asped maximag nihillenimet late 
nulpa videnda estionempos de nonse pra venitiatas 
evellam dolorporum, vendioriati beat occabor 
ehendam, natendae prestiis arunti voluptis eaqui in 
et endist erchil min nos ipsumquo bero blaborest, 
solo es quasperume voleseq uaerspedi con prata 
venis atetur sinimpos eum intis nulpa senit facerspelit 
venes endam hilluptae volessi dolorrorio. Tiae landit 
autem que min nos et volorep erciendipis re milla pa a 
que eium adis eume ratis di aliciti osandiate laut volo 
velestr untorerem iliatur estemporum ex eictestio 
volupta tiiscip idicipit laccae. Nias recte labo. Udia 
velignatur, quiaten totatur as eos eaque quiae velent 
arum sum quam, exera nobit qui res as aut exerore 
molecte moleniet aligendae volore ne nos esciis 
intiunt eseraes dolupti in estrume nitat.
Cae nist unt ea quunt et lam ut a voloren duciatur alia 
consect empelia num expligenimin natis am, od quos 
asimusdaere sitatem rae core con excearcipid qui sa 
cum iunt a cusdae quia aut qui res dolor si resseditis 
quae qui del ium lanis pa quo tem fugiasit adignim 

       Owl on earth did he get up there?
photo: Lindsay Adams

My feet are f**king killing. 
photo: Aaliyah Deacon

Rikki Marr throwing up Hustle faces.
photo: Emma Richardson

Wrong side of the tracks
photo: Tom Quigley

Life’s ever-quickening carousel is coming to the end 
of another spin, and it’s almost time to celebrate 
Jesus’ birthday once more. Whether you’re the 
type to throw yourself into the whole mince pies, 
presents and crackers mood, or simply plaster on a 
fake smile and grit your teeth until the madness is 
over, fear not – the next few weeks are going to be a 
hectic swirl of tinsel and tantrums

As if Christmas wasn’t busy enough as it is, the 
powers that be have decided to throw a bloody 
general election in to the mix as well. Naturally, 
I share the same fears that I assume most of you 
have regarding the end result. But I’ll make this 
promise to you: if that Bullingdon Bellend does 
win, LeftLion will lead the charge to create the Free 
State of Nottingham; a confederacy beholden to 
no-one other than our benevolent dictator, the 
Right Honorable Cockle Man. Doughnotts will be 
available on prescription and Jason Williamson can 
whip us up a national anthem. Piece of piss. 

With that relentless circus in mind, we’ve decided 
to make this issue a bit more goofy than usual. So 
kick back, forget about the pony and trap show, and 
escape down the 56-page rabbit hole of pure idiocy 
we’ve lobbed together for you. 

Before I get into what’s in store in this issue, let 
me sing the praises of our Assistant Editor, Emily 
Thursfi eld, who steered the ship beautifully in my 
absence last month. I’m sure you’ll agree that the 
issue was a good’n. 

Right, where do we begin with this issue? I guess the 
grotbags Mr and Mrs Claus on the front cover is as 
good a place as any. I’m going to be honest, I can’t 
remember how many shoots I’ve been on during 
my life, but I can say with confi dence that none 
were as weird as that one. It’s all just a blur of red 
long johns, turkey legs and squashed mince pies. 
Tom Morley did a fantastic job with capturing Bridie 
Squires’ original vision, and the result is beautiful in 
its own haunting, hilarious way. 

Dipping inside Issue #120, we keep the festive 
theme going with a sneak peek at Sleeping Beauty, 
this season’s pantomime from the Nottingham 
Playhouse, courtesy of panto legends Kenneth Alan 
Taylor and John Elkington. We share your stories 
of ruining Christmas, chat to a Viccy Centre Santa 
and fi nd out all about Notts charity Basket Brigade. 
If you don’t know about them, fi nd out about 
the amazing work they do on page 37 and, if you 
have the time, get involved this year. It’s a pretty 
incredible experience. 

If this mag didn’t quite satisfy your LeftLion 
cravings, fear not, because you’ll be foaming at the 
gams to know that we’re putting on the fi rst ever 
LeftLion Live event at Nonsuch Studios on Friday 20 
December. Find out the details on page 49. Hope to 
see you there. 

I’ll sign off  by wishing all of you a belting 
Christmas, a Happy Hanukkah or, you know, just 
an otherwise enjoyable December. Stay warm, eat 
your vegetables and don’t go overboard with the 
presents. 

Love to your mothers,

Ashley Carter, Editor
ashley.carter@leftlion.co.uk
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Notts Shots

Want to have your work featured? Send your 
high-res photos from around the city, including 

your full name and best web link, to 
photography@leftlion.co.uk

What did you just say, punk?
photo: Jessica Coates

Off  with their heads.
photo: Finlay Spenceley

Unseen footage.
photo: Valentin Hadzhiyski

Can Samba’s Howlers causing mischief at Hockley Hustle.
photo: Mann Hans

Turn your face towards the sun. Tick.
photo: Tom Wragg

Wrong side of the tracks
photo: Tom Quigley
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words: Adrian Reynolds
illustration: Corrina Rothwell

Nottingham’s most opinionated grocers on...

Refl ections on 2019
Our little business turned forty years old this year. It’s especially 
remarkable when you consider that we’re both only just the wrong side of 
forty ourselves. It’s very strange. We’ve had a marvellous year though and 
it’s lovely to still be working together after all this time.

Christmas plans
We’ll be at home visiting our father on Christmas day. Then we’re going 
for a few days to the Black Mountains in Wales. Wasn’t that a tune in the 
sixties? Last year we bought each other half a crate of champagne each. 
This year we’re not sure. But we’ve ordered ten dozen pairs of socks from a 
British manufacturer, so maybe we’ll just give each other half of them each.

New Year’s Eve
We’re going to stay out late and party this year. We’re planning to go for a 
few drinks in town, then see in New Year in the Market Square. Then we’ll 
go on to a house party. We always used to do New Year’s Eve in the Square 
when we were younger, but it’s something we’ve not done for a while now.  
This year we’re going for it.

Election on 12 December
We want to vote for the party who agrees to put two Sundays in the week 
and extend it to eight days. Sunday is the only day we close the shop and 
it’s never quite enough. Everything goes a bit too quick before Monday 
morning starts again. It’s no good putting another day in there instead of 
Sunday as we’d still have to open the shop. And no one ever really knows 
what day it is, anyway.

interview: Georgianna Scurfi eld  photo: Natalie Owen

‘

I work in admin nine ‘til fi ve on weekdays, and I'm an illustrator in my spare time. I 
have a published children's book in France. It's called C'est Dégoûtant, which means 
'That's Disgusting.’ It tends to have a dark sense of humour, my work. I prefer 
stories with a bit of an edge to the illustrations. My favourite type of art is where 
the image may look like one thing, but then you realise ‘oh wait, there’s a bear in 
that boat.’

I moved here about a year ago with no job, no nothing. Nottingham feels buzzy as 
a city, it feels really lovely. I feel like I've settled into my creative niche and found 
some like-minded people, and it's all now starting to make sense, so that's good. 
I actually used a friend version of the dating app Bumble, called Bumble BFF. 
People stereotype it like it’s dating – ‘Isn't it weird when you meet up with them, 
don't you feel like you're going on a fi rst date?’ It is a bit weird, yeah, but you're 
both in it for the same thing, aren't you?

I also love how close I am to the Peak District now. You can get there in an hour 
and have a lovely walk. It’s very nostalgic for me – my mum and dad used to take 
me on walks all the time, so I know it quite well. It's like a home, I guess, because 
my mum and dad don't live around here anymore, so it gives me a connection to 
them. I'm really sad that they don't live around here. I think they will move up here 
in the future, hopefully. They've taught me a lot.
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This month, we tasked Annie’s Burger 
Shack head honcho Anmarie 
Spaziano with picking a few of her 
favourite things... 

Pick Six
Film: Over the Edge (1979)
My favourite fi lm, always. A 
classic teen rebellion movie 
where I heard Cheap Tricks’ 
Surrender for the fi rst time. Also 
Matt Dillon’s fi rst fi lm when he 
was just seventeen years old.

Book: Phillip Reeve: The Mortal 
Engines quartet
Stunning and beautifully-written 
imaginative fi ction. Also, Brave 
New World by Aldous Huxley; if 
the world carries on going the 
way it is, I’ll join in and take the 
Soma please ...

Song: Something Good / 
Soundtrack of Our Lives
I’ve chosen two: Soundtrack 
of Our Lives by Galaxy 
Gramophone and Something 
Good by Utah Saints. They can 
both be played at my funeral.

Meal: Grilled Cheese Sandwich
White American cheese with 
fresh tomato and mayo, cut 
into triangles with a bowl of 
Campbell’s Tomato Soup and 
Saltine Crackers, accompanied 
by a pot of loose leaf Assam tea. 

Notts Spot: Wollaton Hall 
and more...
Any real ale pubs (you know 
who you are), Stuck on a 
Name Studios, JT Soars, The 
Chameleon, Tiff in Tea House, and 
walking through Wollaton Hall 
on my own and taking my time.  

anniesburgershack.com

"Christ, it’s like living in North Korea 

mate." – Workman in Top Valley

"Yeah, she had like twenty vaginas or something."

"Shall we reserve that room for a seance, whip out the Luigi board."

[Loud barking noise] "Ooh, 

were that you?"

"As a wise man once said, 

there's no fl ames without 

fi re."

"He was your typical passive 

aggressive Dutch guy, you 

know the type."

Girl 1: In Nottingham, people 
queue for buses.Girl 2: What?! Why?

"If I wear this hat, a girl will ask 

if she can try it on, and four 

hours later we're probably 

sleeping together."  – Guy 

wearing literally the shittest 

hat in history

"We’re having a girls’ night out and you have a willy so you can’t join in."

Guy 1: Wow! It's going to 

be my brother's fortieth 

birthday!
Guy 2: He might as well 

give up now. Life is like a 

waterslide, it just gets faster 

towards the end.

"He was the dragon 
boy. The last thing I 

remember him doing 
was drinking paint."

Waitress 1: His knob was so big, I think it dislodged my womb.
Waitress 2: Is that why you've been walking funny today?

Waitress 1: Yeah. But he's so rich though. He's got two Lamborghinis, I made sure we did it in one of them.

"He's either going to ruin 
the friendship or be my 
boyfriend.""Omg, you’re 

gonna love my 

pyjama shirt."

"Maureen. What's Tinder?"

"I know it looks like 

a bum, but I thought 

it would be useful in 

the car."

"My uncle banged him 

right out in the face. 

That's why he's got 

that chipped tooth."

"Yeah but Bill, you dance like 
a monster."

"Realised I wasn't the 

father. She'd been 

double dipping."

"Can I order chips, 

sausage, and curry sauce 

please: gluten-free."

Holiday: Any Roads That are 
Less Travelled
Meeting the locals, going 
somewhere interesting (usually 
a nice B&B), staying a night then 
driving off  to the next place by 
meandering aimlessly through 
back roads. Never backtrack. 
Only go forward.

"Sugar plum fairy is a 
really British thing to call 
someone."

"So, like, do you have 

to earn money?"

"Are you interested in a 

reindeer who's had his 

eyes licked off ?"

Roadman 1: I miss summer 
and b*tches walking around 
with their titties out.
Roadman 2: Oi fam, you 
know what is peng about 
winter though? That white 
chocolate Toblerone they 
do for Christmas.

"He was doing the Hawaii Five-0 down the River Trent in a dragon boat."

"It’s been one of them days for the 

past 25 years."
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Season’s Greetings from Nottnum’s Market Square 

Streets complete with anticipation
Council House lavished in proud decoration
and there’s more treats to eat 
than bellies can compete with.

Money smells like ‘Mmm, food.’
Pockets are packed with fumbling fingers,
conveyor-belt consumers
searching in great numbers 
for the right gift, smile, memory.

Cameras skate
our city-centre wonder-scape
writing poetry
across each face.

Fake flake snow,
artificial Christmas tree aglow,
the lions are fed morsels 
of sparkly bright tinsel.

This season’s rainfall
like fountains reflecting each light and bauble
a bottle of festive cheer
lays drunk and smashed on the floor.
A letter to Santa sleeps in a shop door.

Merrily on high, a pigeon tries to have a go
at decorating me with his own interpretation of snow.
Wooden garden sheds, glorified,
offer me their goods and supplies.

Hark, the ATMs a sing:
cash withdrawals  
ker-ching, ker-ching, ker-ching. 

Everyone’s sparkly, festively buzzing.
Ye Old Market Square doesn’t care if you’re bluffing.



Snap Notts #19

poem: Michelle Mother Hubbard 
photos: Emma Ford-Davis 
location: Winter Wonderland





illustration: Alex Vine

My First Time...

When my brother was eighteen he went out on Christmas Eve and got 
bladdered. He came home in the early hours (long after the one club in 
our small town had closed) and slept on the sofa because he was too 
drunk to get upstairs. This is what greeted us on Christmas morning, and 
indeed the rest of the day, for he was too drunk/hungover to wake/move/
eat. My parents were very upset and annoyed at him, but couldn't do 
much because he was asleep. They then retrieved a small, sticky, silicon 
novelty penis from a drawer (it had previously been used in a spin 
on 'pin the tail on the donkey' and then kept with the 
stationery, as you do). They stuck the little willy to 
his forehead and got out the camera, so the 
usual family Christmas portrait in front 
of the tree was replaced that year 
by photos of my brother being a 
dickhead. They remind him every 
year, and the whole thing is 
uncharacteristically passive 
aggressive for our mild-
mannered parents. 

Female, 32
West Bridgford

I’d been seeing 
this guy for 
about a year and 
a half, and my 
parents weren’t 
too pleased about 
it. There was nothing 
wrong with him – 
they’d just imagined 
me more with a CEO, 
lawyer type partner rather 
than the sound engineer, 
tattoo-sleeved bearded fella I 
was loved up with. A few weeks 
before Christmas I found out we 
were expecting, but I hadn’t managed 
to muster the courage to tell the family 
before the big day. I’d forgotten how hard it 
would be to hide – after half an hour of persistent 
questions on why I wouldn’t start the day with a Bucks 
Fizz, I caved and dropped the bombshell. After a few frosty hours – and 
a couple of sherries on their part – they began to warm to the idea and 
Christmas was saved. Three years later, they’re now the most loving 
grandparents to our Teddy, and treat my fella like he’s family.  

Female, 27 
Mapperley Park

My parents split up 
when I was fourteen, 

which always made 
Christmas time 

properly awkward. 
After a couple of 

years of arguments, 
they finally settled on 

a system where they’d 
alternate who had me and 

my two younger brothers on 
Christmas Day, and who had us 
on Boxing Day. It was my Dad’s 

year for the big day and, as neither 
him nor my two brothers could cook, I 

decided that I was going to take over the 
mantel of cooking Christmas dinner. I could 

make macaroni cheese, I could bake muffins, and 
my chilli con carne was passable. How hard could a 

roast dinner be? I did as much research as I possibly could: 
the turkey was prepped, the veg was chopped and ready, the table was 

set. After popping the bird in the oven, I returned to the heated game of 
Monopoly that dominated our Christmas days. I checked up on it four 

hours later, only to discover that I hadn’t even turned the oven on. 

Female, 37
Beechdale

Christmases at my house tend to be super traditional, as my parents are 
devout Christians. Jesus appears in every room. I think. That’s what made 

it so difficult to tell them that I’m gay. A bit of me felt they always knew, 
but they’re very stuck in their ways, and were very stuck in the idea of 
me being the ‘perfect’ son and getting a girlfriend. On Christmas Eve 

we went to church for the service, and my mum strategically placed me 
next to a girl. She had the most annoyingly shrill voice, and kept going 

on about how she’d decorate the church when she got married, 
when she found the right well-to-do man. By the time the 

service was over, I’d had enough. I’d had more than 
enough.  Mum sweetly asked how she was, and 

I snapped. I told her that the girl was nice 
but my boyfriend was much nicer. She 

grabbed my dad’s arm and quietly 
walked off. I took the long way 

home. When I arrived, the door 
was locked, the lights were 

off, and my suitcase was 
on the porch.  

Male, 35
Radford 

Ruining christmas
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Creative 
Writing
Competition
The MyVoice Creative Writing 
Competition asks you to tell the world 
what it’s like to be young and alive.

Send your stories, podcasts, 
scripts, articles, films or poems 
by January 13th, 2020.

great individual & 
school prizes

brilliant opportunities

the chance to have 
your work published  

WIN! 

Age Categories:
   17–19   14–16   10-13    20-25

Enter at nottinghamcityofliterature.com/myvoice

with

INTO NOTTINGHAM THIS CHRISTMAS



a santa 
in notts

illustration: Leosaysays

It’s a job I never thought I’d end up doing – a friend of mine’s 
wife was running this events company and was like “we’re 
short on Santas,will you do it?” I was a student at the time 
so I’d always try and get the later shift because I didn’t like 
getting out of bed. 

A big problem was that they'd lost all the beards, so we were 
left with just one. So, when I’d get there to take over the 
morning shift, I'd have to wait in the corridor until I knew the 
other Santa was clear of the building before I could go in.  
 
We basically used the elves as a relay team for the beard 
exchange – you'd have to be super aware of kids who might 
witness this moment as it would completely destroy their 
childhood. It felt really stupid, like a military level operation 
for this ridiculous exchange of beard, all so the kids didn't 
clock it. Plus, he'd wear it the whole morning, and then give 
it to me, so it'd be sweaty and smelly. That was definitely the 
worst part of the job.

One of the guys that I used to pass in the changeover was 
a frustrated actor who was really bitter. He was a lot older, 
and he'd try to talk to you about various theatre productions 
he'd been involved in and what have you, but he was clearly a 
down-on-his-luck actor that had been reduced to playing the 
role of Santa. It was quite a fun part to play, but not if you're a 
sixty-year-old who dreamt of making it big.

It was quite repetitive, you know. Lots of 'Ho, Ho, Hos’. But 
the good thing about kids is that you never quite knew what 
they were going to do. Some of them would just burst into 
tears, some of them would be really super confident. Without 
the unpredictability of the kids it would've been really 
boring, but fortunately they kept it relatively interesting by 
doing crazy kid shit. 

I thought it was quite sweet that one girl really wanted a 
stick, so I was like “I'm sure your parents are going to be able 
to provide you with a stick for Christmas!” Then there was the 
kid who wanted David Beckham for Christmas. I mean, most 
of the time it was fairly straightforward stuff, but they would 
occasionally throw you these weird curveballs.

With a lot of the parents, you could just sense the 
grumpiness in them. Like “I've just paid like a fiver for this 
and I wanna get my money's worth.” It was really weird 
having this happy, wide-eyed kid who really believes in 
the magical world and really gets into it, and their parents 
are just stood there giving off a totally different vibe. The 
contrast was really, really strange.

We’d been told that we shouldn't suggest the kids should 
sit on our knee, because of the fear around inappropriate 
contact with children. I think that was around the time 
people started to get really paranoid about paedophilia – 
obviously it's important to be aware of those things, but a lot 
of the parents were really stand-offish, and would keep their 
children back from you in this guarded way which 
felt weird and unnatural. I get it, I understand 
why they'd be like that, but I didn't realise 
how protective and stressed parents 
were until I did that job.

I’m a teacher now, but I'm a 
Christmas tree salesman 
on Saturdays. Clearly the 
affinity for seasonal work 
is rooted deep in me 
somewhere.

 It felt really stupid, like a 
military level operation for this 
ridiculous exchange of beard, all so 
the kids didn’t clock it 
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A year can go by pretty quick and, to quote Ferris Bueller, if you don’t stop and look around once in a while, you could 
miss it. With that in mind, our Editor-in-Chief Jared Wilson looked back on the last 365 days of life in Hoodtown... 

Game of Thrones was the biggest TV show of the year, 
and Notts was well-represented in the final season, 
as it starred Television Workshoppers Bella Ramsay 
and Joe Dempsie playing major roles. Plus, Broadway-
based Jeanie Finlay also made a surprise behind- 
the-scenes documentary called Game Of Thrones: The 
Last Watch. 

While we’re at it, 2019 was another incredible year for 
TV Workshop generally. Current students you may 

have seen on screen this year include Daniel Frogson 
(His Dark Materials), Erin Kellyman (Les Miserables), Harry 
Gilby (Tolkein), Sennie Nanua (The Fight), Bella Ramsay 
(again, in both The Worst Witch and Judy) and Zak 
Rothera-Oxley (Watchmen).   

Notable people from telly and film who came to 
visit us this year included director and satirist Chris 
Morris (who did a Q&A at Broadway to launch The Day 
Shall Come), Emilio Estevez (who came to hang out 

with Martin Luther King’s son at the WEDay Event), 
legendary filmmaker Ken Loach and Spaced’s Jessica 
Hynes and Nick Frost, who both came during the 
same week for separate events – sadly no sign of 
Simon Pegg though.  
 
Hollywood’s latest attempt at a Robin Hood movie 
came out on Netflix after its initial and dismal cinema 
run in late 2018, and I still haven’t summoned the 
necessary levels of enthusiasm to watch it.  
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We started the year on the back of something that’s 
never happened before – a Nottingham act got 
the UK Christmas Number One. Okay, so it was an 
autotuned ditty about sausage rolls by Youtuber 
Ladbaby, who used to reside in West Bridgford. But 
credit where it’s due; he did it and he raised a lot of 
cash for charity too.  

Sleaford Mods released Eton Alive (all recorded in 
Sneinton’s former fruit and veg warehouse JT Soar). 
It went Top Ten and they then spent a gruelling year 
on the road playing seventy-plus live shows across 
the world. By comparison, Jake Bugg’s touring 
schedule of nine dates looked relatively relaxed. 
New single Be Someone teased a new album due out 
in 2020. Young T and Bugsey not only notched a 
Top Ten single, but it stayed in the chart for weeks. 
Amber Run’s single I Found officially went Gold in the 
states and Sheku Kanneh-Mason headlined the BBC 
Proms. Nottingham-born NAO was shortlisted for the 
Mercury Music prize.  

Our local festival scene went from strength to strength 
with the likes of Hockley Hustle (October), Dot To 
Dot (May) and Beat The Streets (January) smashing 
it as ever. All Saints and Manic Street Preachers even 

joined us for the biggest ever Splendour in June. Our 
local wavy technoheads jumped on the festival circuit 
too, with the new two-day Wigflex City Festival (May) 
involving a day of workshops followed by a day of out 
and out raves.  

The end of June saw The Maze close its doors for 
good after twenty-something years of putting on 
monumental and messy parties, but never quite 
making enough cash to get the toilets fixed. It went 
out with a bang though, with lots of good feeling 
towards Gaz and Steph who’d slogged their guts out 
for the last fifteen years. We also said farewell to local 
record label Hello Thor who, after ten years, said 
Goodbye Thor with two final days of gigs.  
 
University-owned venue Metronome started to get its 
stride after opening in late 2018. NTU then promptly 
launched another new music venue in October called 
University Hall, aimed more at classical gigs (and 
graduation ceremonies).  
 
Other new music venues that popped up included 
The Old Cold Store (inside Castle Rock Brewery) and 
Billy Bootleggers (formerly Filthys). The Bodega 
celebrated its 20th birthday with a series of gigs, 

including hometown heroes Kagoule. Rough Trade 
turned five and have recorded growth as a store every 
year since opening, as well as putting on consistently 
great events. 

A project called Circle of Light, led by Tricia Gardener, 
gave young local musicians a platform to hone, record 
and release their tunes, with loads of local musicians 
including Scorzayzee, Invisible Orchestra and I’m Not 
From London all turning into teachers.  
 
DiY celebrated their 30th birthday with a banging 
party at The Angel in November. Pete (aka Woosh) 
also launched a year-long charity project under the 
name Spirit Wrestlers, releasing a new tune every 
week of the year. Another comeback was from Crazy P, 
who turned twenty and launched their new album Age 
of the Ego with a homecoming gig at Brickworks.  
 
Rock City won the award for Best Major Club award 
at the UK Live Music Business Awards 2019, while 
DHP also bagged Promoter of the Year. They’ll be 
celebrating their 40th birthday in 2020 with a year-
long celebration of gigs to look out for. 

Trent Bridge hosted the early rounds of the ICC 
Cricket World Cup in June, which led to lots of very 
polite, sunburnt and drunk people wandering around 
Bridgford trying to get to Ubers in a place without 
crowds. I was one of them. I made it to most of the 
games and it was brilliant, only missing eventual 
winners England’s loss against Pakistan. 
 
Notts County got relegated to non-league and 
then had the ignominy of handing their 157-year-old 
ownership of the title as ‘World’s Oldest League Club’ 
straight over to Forest. The majority of blame for their 
appalling form has to go to former owner Alan Hardy, 
who appeared more concerned with building his 
Twitter following than a football team. He even posted 

a photo of his private parts on there. Let’s hope their 
late-2019 resurgence since he left continues.  
Forest celebrated the 40th anniversary of their 
European Cup win and actually look like they might  
put in a decent challenge for promotion this year.  
God knows this city could do with Premier League 
football after all this time – and that’s coming from a 
County fan.  
 
The England Lionesses World Cup squad featured 
four ex-lady Magpies, which makes you wonder if they 
got rid of the right team when they dissolved them a 
couple of years back.  
 
Ellie and Becky Downie continued to boss up 

world gymnastics, bringing back medals from both 
the European Games in Belarus and the World 
Championships in Stuttgart. Watch out for them both 
at the Olympics in Tokyo next year. Skateboarding 
will also feature in Tokyo and we’re told there might 
be a contender or two from Notts in the mix. We 
also hosted the British Triathlon for the second year 
running and the Nottingham Open Tennis for the fifth. 
 
Nottingham’s beloved all-conquering and now retired 
boxer Carl Froch started to display the first signs of 
brain malfunction, insisting the earth is flat and the 
moon landings never happened, whilst guesting on a 
sports podcast. 

Long-standing council leader Jon Collins stepped 
down after sixteen years in March and, much to the 
chagrin of our clickbait-fixated churnalist chums at the 
Nottingham Post, he handed the exclusive interview 
about it to us. His role as leader was taken up by 
Councillor David Mellon of the Dales Ward. 

Alexander (Boris) Johnson visited our city in 
November in the build-up to the election and looked 

like a lost child wandering the city. He locked a load of 
kids in a room and turned down eating Doughnotts, 
which probably tells you everything you need to know 
about the man. Although he may have suspected foul 
play after stabbing his party colleague and Rushcliffe 
MP Ken Clarke in the back a few months earlier. Five 
decades as an MP and then you’re booted out for 
disagreeing with an unelected Prime Minister on a 
single vote? Wut? 

Conservative MP for Broxtowe (Anna Soubry) and 
Labour MP for Nottingham East (Labour’s Chris Leslie) 
decided to leave their old bands and form a new one 
called Change UK. No-one liked or bought their  
new records.  

Nottingham and Karlsruhe celebrated fifty years 
of city twinning with a beer, an exhibition, various 
exchange programmes and not a single mention of  
the war. 

It was a year of celebration for Nottingham 
Contemporary, who reached the grand old age of 10 
with a load of fun parties and an exhibition about pop 
culture and Bauhaus. Also celebrating were New Art 
Exchange, with Chief Exec Skinder Hundal finding his 
way onto the Queen’s birthday list with an MBE.  

Ian Hislop came to launch a satirical exhibition at 
Newstead Abbey, which gave us a chance to run the 
headline Have I Got Newstead For You! Print fiends 
Dizzy Ink upped sticks from Cobden Chambers and 
moved in with the Nottingham Writers’ studio to form a 
new artsy venue The Carousel.  

Lakeside Arts began the year with another cracking 
Chinese New Year celebration; including two screenings 
of LeftLion’s documentary Lord of Milan (which also went 
back to Ningbo in China in April). Lakeside ran the 
successful Wheee! Festival in June; and believe us that 
‘h’ is important when you’re dealing with children.  
 
Nottingham Playhouse started the year being 
announced as Regional Theatre of the Year by The 
Stage, which is a pretty big deal. They also welcomed 
back alumnus Sir Ian McKellen in June for an event 
that raised over £50k for charity. Young ‘uns Nonsuch 
Theatre got all grown up and took over a building on 
Lower Parliament Street, including a 100+ capacity 

theatre. We’ll be doing a Christmas celebration there on 
20 December if you want to come check it out.  
 
The Theatre Royal and Concert Hall appointed Peter 
Ireson as their new Venue Director in August and put 
on a solid run of events throughout the year including 
Danny Baker (just days after that tweet got him sacked 
from the BBC), a strong Classic Thrillers season and my 
own personal gig of the year from Nick Cave. Just him, a 
microphone and a piano for three hours. Bliss.  

Okay, now it’s your turn to tell us about all the important things we 
missed out. Feel free to tweet us on @leftlion using the hashtag 
#NottsReview2019 

Film and TV

Music

Sport

Government

Art and Theatre
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This year marks 35 years since Kenneth Alan Taylor fi rst brought pantomime to the Nottingham Playhouse 
when he arrived as Artistic Director. For a generation, his gentle northern tones were the voice of the 
quintessential panto dame, a role he reprised over and over before hanging up the costume changes 
for writing instead. It’s also been 21 years since John Elkington fi rst appeared in a Playhouse panto and 
solidifi ed himself as the current dame of choice. Our Stage Editor – and massive panto fan – sat down with 
them both during rehearsals for Sleeping Beauty to fi nd out about this year’s production… 

Generation Dame

Did you love pantomimes as children?
Kenneth: During the war, I was taken to a panto 
near Aldershot by a family we were staying with. 
We were taken as a treat and I hated it, because all 
I remember was two girls singing love songs and 
it seemed to go on forever. But later that day I was 
taken to another panto where the Dame 
was played by Arthur Askey, and I was 
just bowled over.
John: I didn’t go at all. The fi rst one I saw was one 
of Kenneth’s, here. It was Aladdin – and he wasn’t 
in it! 

So your pantos don’t have girls falling in love?
Kenneth: This year we’ve actually gone back to 
having a Principal Boy as the love interest. But they 
don’t sing soppy songs – in fact they hardly see 
each other in the whole show! 

What about your fi rst panto as a professional? 
Kenneth: My fi rst pantomime was 1959 at Oldham 
Coliseum. It was Robin Hood and I played Muddles 
– quite a boring part. The pantos there were 
written for Guildford and were very twee, so we 
were asked to rewrite them. In the third year, I’d 
played three leads in weekly rep in a row – I was 
tired and got shouted at. I rebelled by saying the 
pantos weren’t right for Oldham, and the director 
said ‘if you can do better, you write one!’ A week 
later, I took it to him, and he chose to do it. It was 
Cinderella; I wrote myself as one of the Ugly Sisters 
– that was my fi rst dame. 
John: I’ve only ever done pantomime for Kenneth, 
all at the Playhouse except for one. My fi rst 
role was the baddie in Jack and the Beanstalk. It’s a 
completely diff erent feeling to any other form 
of theatre; I love the anarchy of it, the freedom 
you get within the story. Kenneth is very good at 
getting the story through, but there’s also scope 
to go off  script. I love experiencing it with the 
audiences too; it’s Christmas, so they’ve always 
just come to have a good time.

How long do you rehearse a panto for? 
John: We have a surprisingly long time, actually. 
We do three weeks, then have the tech week, and 
open at the end of that. There are a lot of numbers 
in it and they take up a lot of time – some of us are 
not natural dancers, and that’s much harder than 
the ad-libbing. 

What’s the biggest number of costume changes 
you’ve had to pull off ?
John: I’ve got eight this year, but I’ve had thirteen 
before. 
Kenneth: I had fourteen once. That’s the killer of 
playing dame! 

Has panto changed over the years? 
John: I don’t feel it’s changed in itself, apart from 
bringing in topical references – I don’t know if 
audiences have changed much. 
Kenneth: Scenes are much shorter compared 
to my older scripts. Attention spans are much 
shorter now because of television, so they’re 
much sharper. And I do have a rule about topical 
references – you don’t come to the pantomime to 
talk about politics. I won’t do bad innuendo 
or Brexit!

What are Nottingham audiences like? 
Kenneth: I don’t think there’s much diff erence 
between Oldham and Nottingham – most of my 
stuff  has an Oldham slant to it, but the humour is 
the same. One year I took all the old jokes out and 
I got complaint letters because they didn’t get the 
gags they know. I got a letter from a family who 
said that every night they say to each other ‘Nighty 
nighty, pyjama pyjama,’ and they complained that 
we didn’t do that one year, so I have to fi nd a way 
to get it in. 
John: It’s a bit like Rocky Horror – audiences know 
what’s coming and you can’t disappoint them.  
The loyalty is wonderful; there are parents in the 
audience now who were children when Kenneth 
was fi rst starting.

Kenneth, do you miss performing in the 
pantomimes yourself? 
Kenneth: I do sometimes, when I sit out there 
watching and I think ‘say that now!’ and nobody 
does. When I come in to see them in a matinee, 
I’m always pleased I don’t have to perform in two 
shows that day. I don’t know how long John will be 
able to do it… 

Any plans to retire from your current roles?
John: I don’t have any plans to retire – I might be 
made to retire! 
Kenneth: I’ll keep writing as long as I can get 
down from Oldham  – and as long as I’m asked 
to do it – and John knows I’ll have him as long as 
he’ll do it. I’ve already been asked for next year, so 
that’s something at least! 

What’s your favourite pantomime? 
John: That’s tricky, but as a spectacle I do like 
Sleeping Beauty. To be in it, I like Mother Goose. It’s not 
that popular but to do the dame in it is great – she 
has a central storyline rather than being a nurse or 
nanny. But they all have something about them. I 
love the magic of it. 
Kenneth: Mine is also Mother Goose, without a 
doubt. We used to sell the costumes and sets on to 
commercial companies, and the year we did Mother 
Goose, no one wanted to buy them. They said it was 
because there are no star dames anymore to play 
such a rounded dame character. There’s probably 
only Christopher Biggins left. There used to be a 
ton of dames. There were even people who played 
panto animals – like the woman who played a 
goose every year. Not sure what she did the rest of 
the year…

The Playhouse panto doesn’t rely on a celebrity 
being in it. Is that intentional? 
Kenneth: Absolutely. When I came here, they’d 
never done proper panto and I said I would do it in 
my interview. The board weren’t sure – it was the 

Theatre Royal who did Nottingham’s panto. I said I 
would use actors who could really sing and dance, 
not celebrities. We broke even with the fi rst one, 
Jack and the Beanstalk. 

About a month later, I had to go to the Council 
House for a meeting, and Barry Stead who ran the 
Theatre Royal was there. I was told we couldn’t 
do pantomime because the Theatre Royal did it 
and the Council funded both theatres, so it was a 
confl ict of interest. I said that was fi ne, I wouldn’t 
do pantomime as long as they stopped doing 
plays. Then the Council leader, Betty Higgins, 
realised I had a point. The air was blue! I didn’t 
stop – eventually Barry and I became great friends 
and did co-productions together. The Theatre 
Royal did stop doing panto for a while, but it didn’t 
go well. And we both survived! 

Why is pantomime important? Will it endure?
Kenneth: It will, as long as it’s good. It’s special, as 
it’s often the fi rst time children go to the theatre. 
Sometimes the only time in the year.  And cynical 
sixteen year olds still come to see it – they say 
they’ve been coming since they were fi ve and 
wouldn’t miss it! That’s the joy of it. 
John: For some people it becomes their Christmas 
treat, as much a part of Christmas as dinner and 
the Queen’s Speech. It’s that important. We have a 
college group who come from Toronto every year. 
Also, this year we’ve got four new people in the 
panto! Fresh blood…
Kenneth: And, for the fi rst time ever, fi ve women 
to three men, so no complaints about equality. I 
love it when we get new people. They’re lovely. 
We’ve hardly ever had any rows behind the scenes 
here. 
John: It’s very intense for two months. We live in 
each other’s pockets, so you do have to make an 
eff ort to get on. You virtually live here, with two 
performances a day.

Why should people buy tickets for Sleeping
Beauty this year? 
John: Expectations for a panto depend on how 
old you are. Kids see the lights and the colour, 
then it goes dark – they have sweets and fl ashing 
things they can wave, they’re sick, they wee 
themselves. But it’s diff erent for adults. You check 
your sensibility at the door and come to be a child 
again. It’s a completely diff erent world, and it’s a 
place to forget. 
Kenneth: And it’s safe. I remember going to a 
panto with my kids where the dame’s humour 
was very blue. My kids were asking me what it 
all meant, and that made me angry – I thought 
they should be enjoying it without that. I won’t 
have smut or innuendo. People say it goes over 
their heads and that it doesn’t matter, but it does 
matter. They should come and see the panto 
because, for many children, it will be their fi rst 
experience of theatre and the production values 
here are amazing. You won’t see a better panto.  

Sleeping Beauty is on at Nottingham Playhouse from Friday 
22 November to Saturday 11 January. 

nottinghamplayhouse.co.uk

For some people it 
becomes their Christmas treat, 
as much a part of Christmas 
as dinner and the Queen’s 
Speech. It’s that important
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Two intrepid reporters. Five stateside locations. One giant waste of time. This is the whirlwind 
story of our investigation into how the name of our great city made its way across the New 
World. This is the United States of Notts…

St�� Fi��� No�������� To������� Oh��
Reinvigorated, our odyssey took us further 
west still and into the arms of Ohio. But more 
tragedy awaited us, as we missed out on visiting 
Nottingham Township by a mere 107 years. 
Originally located in the Euclid Township, Cuyahoga 
County, it was one of a string of villages that ran 
along the railroad from Cleveland, the city to which 
it was annexed in 1912. Unlike its British namesake, 
we learnt that the nerds that used to live there 
had voted to ban the sale of alcohol at one point. 
Based on that alone, we made the decision that 
Nottingham Township, Ohio, was not worth our 
valuable time.

St�� Si�� No��������� Sa����������� Ca����
If we thought that a town that didn’t exist was 
the low-point on our pilgrimage, we were sadly 
mistaken. Travelling so far north that we were 
technically no longer in the US, our crusade led us to 
the literal wasteland of Nottingham, Saskatchewan. 
Local highlights include the fact that there used to be 
a post off ice and a general store. That’s right, dear 
reader. Used to. We’d inadvertently stumbled across 
the Ilkeston of North America. 

Our quest to fi nd a town worthy of the Nottingham 
name had come to its unsatisfactory conclusion. 
While we had encountered some charming people 
and places along the way, our journey hadn’t quite 
had the impact that we’d hoped. There was only one 
thing for it: if you can’t fi nd a good Nottingham, at 
least fi nd a crap Derby…

St�� Se���� De���� Ne� Ha���� Co���������
Without wanting to forget our friends to the west, we 
discovered a Derby in New Haven, Connecticut. It has 
one of the highest crime rates per capita in the state, 
and notable former-residents include Lydia Sherman, 
also known as The Derby Poisoner, who murdered 
three husbands and eight children between 1865-
1871, and Derek Roseboro, who stabbed three people 
to death in 1989. 

Famous events from the town’s illustrious past 
include the fl ood of 1955, which killed 87 people, 
the 1985 River Restaurant Explosion, the Caroline 
Street Fire of 1991 and, who can forget, 2001 Anthrax 
Attacks. Must be something in the name. 
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St�� On�� No��������� Ne� Ha������
Like our pilgrim forefathers before us, our journey 
into the Nottinghams of America took us to the 
country’s East Coast and into the quaint wilderness of 
New Hampshire. Armed with nothing but a sense of 
adventure, a list of questions and a wafer-thin idea for a 
magazine article, we stumbled across the fi rst name-
sake on our quest, where we tasked Leanne Gast, of the 
Nottingham New Hampshire Historical Society, with 
telling us a bit more about the town. 

“Nottingham is a quiet rural town, located about an 
hour from the White Mountains and Boston,” she told 
us, “There is no public transportation. You have to 
own a car to get anywhere.” Gast went on to tell us a 
little about the town’s history, “In 1721, the proprietors 
petitioned the King of England to create a new town, 
consisting of a ten mile square piece of land,” she said, 
“it was named after the second Earl of Nottingham, and 
the charter was issued on May 10, 1722.” The current 
population stands at around 5,600 people, and local 
residents have something of a milestone to feel excited 
about in their near future; “We will be celebrating our 
300th anniversary in 2022, and we welcome visitors 
from our namesake city in the UK!” See you in three 
years, Leanne. 

St�� Tw�� No��������� Ha������ To������� Ne� Je����
With the fresh New Hampshire air still in our lungs 
and with no time to waste, our journey swept us 
southeast to New Jersey, where we discovered a 
Nottingham in Hamilton Township. It was there that 
we talked to local historian Tom Glover, who was 
keen to tell us that his website has close to a million 
hits. “Nottingham is in our blood,” he told us with 
burning intensity rivalled only by the sun itself, “ I have 
always felt that we should have changed the name of 
Hamilton Township to Nottingham, but unfortunately 
it never happened.” 

Armed with an initial list of six potential Nottinghams, 
we were crestfallen to learn that this one didn’t even 
exist anymore. Why anyone would want to ditch the 
glorious name is beyond us, and we shared Glover’s 
sense of dismay. But, after further research showed 
that the town didn’t have a huge amount going on, 
we soon got over it. Plus, the area is still colloquially 
referred to as Nottingham, so all is not lost.

St�� Th���� No��������� Ma������
Dejected, we headed to the third stop on our 
journey of discovery, to the tough streets of 
Baltimore, Maryland, where a half-arsed Google 
search provided us with several Nottingham, MD 
phone numbers. Unfortunately, those who did 
answer were less than responsive to our intrepid 
eff orts. “Huh?” Michael, an employee of Value City 
Furniture in the area told us, “I don’t know why 
you’re calling. This is a business. No one lives here. 
There’s nothing to tell you buddy.” 

At yet another dead end, we discovered that 
Nottingham, Maryland was essentially a glorifi ed 
industrial estate, and immediately demanded that 
they remove our glorious name from their crummy 
area. 

St�� Fo��� No�������� To������� Pe����������
With hope fading fast, we headed west and straight 
into the heart of Pennsylvania. It was there that 
our journey fi nally took a turn for the positive, 
stumbling upon the enchanting Candace Miller, the 
Secretary and Treasurer of Nottingham Township. 

“We are a small community of about 2,700 
residents located halfway between Philadelphia 
and Baltimore,” she told us, “it’s primarily a rural 
area, but we have some amazing things happen 
here!” Chief amongst them, she informed us, 
was Nottingham playing home to Herr’s potato 
chips and snacks and former citizen Hugh 
Williamson being one of the signatories to the U.S. 
Constitution.

The township also has a decent fi lm history, 
being utilised as a location for some of M. Night 
Shyamalan’s The Last Airbender, and providing the 
real story behind At Close Range, which starred 
Madonna and Sean Penn. “The best thing about 
living here is all of the open space, and being able 
to see the stars at night,” Miller enthused, “the 
average resident is hard working and patriotic.” It’s 
not all good news for the residents of Nottingham, 
Pennsylvania, however. Like the plot of an 80s 
b-movie, the land is constantly targeted by greedy 
property developers. “It’s the worst thing about 
living here,” she tells us, “it’s an open space for 
development.”  

words: Ashley Carter & Emily Thursfi eld
illustration: Natalie Owen
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words: Bridie Squires
photos: Georgianna Scurfi eld

Cool Costumer
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Imagine a world where you can be anything or anyone. Cruella De Ville? Alice the Camel? Crazy 
scientist? Whatever your desire, Louise Evans has got your back. In a warehouse nestled away in a 
corner of the city, her huge collection of theatrical costumes sits waiting patiently to stimulate and 
complement future imaginations – yes, it’s the marvellous Nottingham Community Wardrobe. 
“Wigs. People love wigs,” says Louise, as we 
browse her collection of headgear. 

Back in 2018, Poetry is Dead Good’s Stephen 
Thomas had the genius idea of organising a 
rap battle between Robin Hood and the  
Sheriff of Nottingham, hosted by Maid Mazza, 
for Nottingham Poetry Festival. A week  
before the show, we hovered outside a car 
wash on Carlton Hill wondering if we were at 
the right place. 

We were looking for Nottingham Community 
Wardrobe – the tucked-away not-for-profit, 
headed by director Louise Evans, that 
rents costumes to local am-dram groups 
and schools. We eventually unearthed the 
building, buzzed at the door and entered a 
colourful, Narnia-like world of wigs, hats, 
wands, swords, and railings stuffed with 
every costume you can imagine. Louise has 
never counted them, but says her predecessor 
Alastair Conker estimates 40,000 to be 
hanging up in the building. 

I’d been appointed as Maid Mazza. As I was 
getting kitted out, I remembered the dressing-
up box I owned as a kid, how I pretended to be 
an old lady one minute, a pirate the next. On 
the evening of the rap battle down at Fox & 
Grapes, I nervously changed into my beautiful 
blue, long-sleeved dress, and this lairy, 
Medieval madam came out with full force. 
Something weird happens when you put on  
a costume. 
 

“Kids get so much from drama,” says Louise, 
when we meet a year later. “You know when 
they're young and they're a bit shy, you just 
don't know who’s capable of doing what. You 
have to give kids all the opportunities they can 
get, and it gives them so much confidence. I 
offer this thing called a free approval. When 
teachers have chosen the costumes, if the 
kids need a bit of a boost, they get to try them 
on. Simba puts on his mane and suddenly 
becomes Simba. They just become that part, 
that character. It’s great. It encourages them to 
learn their lines and learn the songs.” 

Louise has seen a decline in requests from 
schools over the years, with teachers citing a 
lack of funding and some of them even  
paying for costumes out of their own pocket. 
This year, Louise leant out to a handful of 
schools for free because: “Well, it’s for the  
kids, isn’t it?” 

Louise’s background is as a seamstress: “I find 
sewing really relaxing. When things come in 
damaged, the seam's gone, and it's an old 
tailcoat or something, I think, 'Lovely, I can 
spend half an hour sewing that.'  
 
I put the radio on and just sew things up. I get a 
lot of satisfaction from that.” 

Before delving into the world of theatre, Louise 
used to make handmade curtains and blinds 
from home, selling them via a Twitter page. 
Following a suggestion from her daughter, 
who was involved with Nottingham Arts 
Theatre at the time, she offered her services to 
the Community Wardrobe as a volunteer: “I did 
Joseph with forty-eight children, and I just loved 
it. I worked on a couple of shows at the Arts 
Theatre. I loved being with other people – the 
kids, particularly.” 

After getting involved and making friends 
with its previous managers, Louise was asked 
to stay at Community Wardrobe. “It's funny, 
I came here just working part-time and now I 
run it,” she says. 

The Wardrobe was almost closed due to 
cuts a few years ago, so the Council asked 
if Louise wanted to take it on. After some 
encouragement from her husband, she 
accepted. “He said, ‘Just think of all the kids, 
Louise. They’ll come back in September and 
there'll be no costumes.’ A bit of emotional 
blackmail, really!” And Louise took over. 

“I've had to learn accountancy and invoicing 
and all that sort of stuff,” she says. “But I think 
we're doing alright.” 

Louise still works with Nottingham Arts 
Theatre, as well as Nottingham Playhouse, 
Theatre Royal, Television Workshop, and 
schools and am-dram groups from all over the 
East Midlands. She’s thought about renting 
out stuff for stag and hen dos as an extra 
revenue stream, but the focus for Louise is on 
the kids and community projects. 

“Ofsted have said they're now looking at the 
wider curriculum,” says Louise. “So hopefully 
schools will start to use us more again if they 
need to do a couple of shows a year. I still want 
to be here for them.” 

The place feels like a hidden goldmine. I could 
spend hours moving among the personalities 
and stories of every item of clothing. As we 
walk around looking at different sections, 
Louise talks lovingly about the different pieces 
and their memories. 

“I lost this mermaid tail once,” she says, 
stroking the shiny turquoise and purple scales 
hanging above us. “I know where all my 
costumes are and if things go missing, I know.” 

We move through the panto aisle, the military 
aisle, the animal aisle, cloaks and magicians. 
“I do love the cloaks, they're so swirly,” smiles 
Louise. “This is all Spanish up here. I got a 
beautiful donation from Legally Blonde, the 
touring show. I am very lucky, we get people 
thinking of us. 

“A lot of my costumes come from old theatrical 
costumers, so I have some valuable vintage 
stuff too. Although they probably need some 
repair, they would’ve been used on stage by 
people in Nottingham maybe even eighty 
years ago.” 

Living in the thick of a throwaway society, 
it’s refreshing to see the life that exists in the 
rails, ready and waiting to be reused. “When 
they're on their last breath with one button too 
many missing, I use them for Les Mis and Oliver 
as they're all slightly distressed,” says Louise, 
flicking through a few outfits with paper labels 
attached. “This is my repair rail. I've got people 
to come in and help me repair things. 

“I can't put things in landfill, I just can't. I have 
to find a home for them, otherwise it's just so 
wasteful. I've always said, ‘Don't buy loads of 
cheap clothes.’ You don't know where they've 
been made or who's not been paid a fair 
amount of money for making them, so just buy 
English-made things or try to know where  
it's come from. And buy quality things that 
last – it’s better for the environment and for 
the world.” 

I can’t help but think that the fibres of the 
Wardrobe hold an ethic and an attitude that 
could benefit so many other aspects of our 
community. It’s colourful, collaborative, 
hands-on and sustainable. Places like 
Hackspace, AMC Gardens and the local 
libraries spring to mind. Not to be dramatic 
– pardon the pun – but there’s something 
special about Louise and Nottingham 
Community Wardrobe that goes beyond it 
being simply a room full of clothes. It’s a 
landmark of rebellion against those who don’t 
value creativity in how it transforms society for 
the better, and those who are short-sighted in 
fuelling the future of it. 

“The entertainment industry in the UK is huge,” 
says Louise. “Where do all those people come 
from? They get that drive by learning about 
theatre when they're young, don't they? That's 
when the actors, directors and costumers of 
tomorrow are born. We have to keep drama in 
schools. It's vital.” 

When I ask Louise about her favourite 
costumes, she quickly points out the dame 
section: “For all my school pantomimes, they'll 
get the deputy head to be the dame. One of 
the two ugly sisters will be played by the big, 
rugby-playing PE teacher. They get quite into 
it, start putting on the dresses, asking if I’ve 
got a better bra with bigger boobs.” 
 
I laugh as I drag my hand through the row 
of Medieval dresses once again, arriving 
at a blend of dark and pale blues. I wonder 
if Louise sneaks down here at night, when 
nobody else is around, trying on all the outfits, 
assuming different characters? 

“Funnily enough, I've never really tried 
anything on,” she says. “I mean, I’ll put on 
the odd hat or coat for customers but never 
really… Tell a lie. I had a chap here on work 
experience and one day he appeared in high 
heels and a Rio de Janeiro headdress. He said 
'I just couldn't help myself! You've got to join 
in!’ So I put on a skirt and hat with him. That 
was funny.” 

Join us for LeftLion Live: Christmas Extravaganza at 
Nonsuch Studios on Friday 20 December, 7pm, where 
MissImp will be utilising a selection of Nottingham 
Community Wardrobe costumes to deliver Overheard in 
Notts on Stage! Raising money for Emmanuel House. 
 
Tickets available from wearenonsuch.com 

Nottingham Community Wardrobe, Brentcliffe Avenue, 
NG3 7AG. 0115 915 0114

 

 We have to keep 
drama in schools. It’s vital

 It’s a landmark of 
rebellion against those 
who don’t value creativity 
in how it transforms society 
for the better, and those 
who are short-sighted in 
fuelling the future of it

facebook.com/nottinghamcommunitywardrobe 
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Name: Lisa Simpson

Date of birth: 25/10/1974

Location: Forest Fields

Job: I help run a small hydroponics 

shop
Best known for: Being laid back, 

chilled, fun and spontaneous. Most 

days, anyway...

Style: According to my kids, I dress 

like a “cool mum”

Catchphrase: Less of a phrase, more 

of a “leave me the f*** alone” face! 

Biggest achievement: Raising 

three children, and becoming a 

grandparent last year. 

Fun fact: I once stole a large tree 

fossil from a local quarry and 

dragged it all the way home. I still 

have it.

Name: Lisa Simpson

Date of birth: May 9th

Location: Springfield

Job: Student, hall monitor, 

babysitter 

Best known for: Vegetarianism, 

environmentalism and being eight 

years old since 1989

Style: Independent, geek chic, 

orange dress, white pearls

Catchphrase: “I’m going to my 

room”
Biggest achievement: Becoming a 

member of MENSA with a 159 IQ at 

the age of eight

Fun fact: Lisa once campaigned for 

Cornish independence during The 

Simpsons’ alternative Christmas 

speech

LISA SIMPSON

Name: Michael Kane
Date of birth: 04/10/1992
Location: Mansfield Woodhouse
Job: Student and Photographer
Best known for: Most as a 
photographer, but also for my love 
of music
Style: Somewhere between music 
nerd, skater and art student and 
generally just a bit of a goofball
Catchphrase: “That would make a 
great band name!”
Biggest achievement: Line-
managing a graduate intern for 
eighteen months and watching 
them develop and thrive 
professionally
Biggest regret: Probably that I 
didn't pursue music seriously, 
earlier. But hey, I'm doing it now!

Name: Sir Michael Caine CBE 
Date of birth: 14/03/1933
Location: Rotherhithe, London
Job: Actor, producer, author
Best known for: Zulu, The Italian Job, 
Get Carter, Alfie, Educating Rita and, of 
course, Miss Congeniality
Style: Thick-rimmed specs, 
cockney accent. Gentleman with a 
rough side
Catchphrase: “I never bloody said 
‘Not a lot of people know that’”
Biggest achievement: Being the 
absolute personification of British 
sartorial elegance since the sixties, 
and being impersonated more 
than any other actor
Fun fact: Once released his own 
compilation of chill-out music, 
titled Cained, in 2007
 
 
 
 

Name: Liam Gallagher
Location: Aspley, now 

LondonJob: Work in Architecture
Best known for: Probably my 

name. It’s definitely iconic 

and difficult to forget
Style: Casual workwear

Catchphrase: “It’s alright”
Biggest achievement: 

Masters Degree in 
ArchitectureBiggest regret: Not learning 

another language
Fun fact: I was born a month 

before Oasis’ debut album, 

Definitely Maybe, was 
released in 1994

Name: Liam Gallagher
Location: Burnage, 

ManchesterJob: Singer, gobshite
Best known for: Singing, until 

his more-talented brother 

decided to take over
Style: Pretty Green

Catchphrase: “As you were”

Biggest achievement: Living 

past the age of 30
Biggest regret: Living past 

the age of 30Fun fact: Claimed to be 
the reincarnation of John 

Lennon, despite being eight 

when Lennon was killed

  I once entered a competition to see Morrissey 

live and won. The indie magazine running the comp 

said it wasn’t because of my name, but we all knew it 

was. I suppose it saved me a couple of hundred quid

Liam Gallagher

Michael CAINE

Name Sakes
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  When I get fan-mail from his European fans, I 

reply with my photo and biography. I once sacked an 

agent because he asked me if I was black

All of the name, none of the fame. We take a look at the lives 
of nine Notts residents who have to share their monikers with 
some of the most famous people on the planet…
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Name: Chris Pratt

Date of birth: 22/10/1995

Location: Clifton

Job: Works for car rental company 

in the West Midlands

Best known for: Sharing the same 

name as Chris Pratt! 

Style: As comfortable and chilled 

out as possible

Catchphrase: “Shall we order 

food?”
Biggest achievement: Surviving on 

my own after moving out

Biggest regret: Getting the small 

bargain bucket instead of the large 

one at KFC last week

Fun fact: Up until two years ago 

I believed I was the baby in the 

Teletubbies intro 

Name: Christopher Michael Pratt

Date of birth: 21/06/1979

Location: San Juan Island

Job: Actor and uncomfortably 

devout Christian

Best known for: Playing Star-Lord 

in Guardians of the Galaxy

Style: Once schlubby, now stylish. 

Never interesting. 

Catchphrase: “If you need a 

mediocre leading man, holla at me”

Biggest achievement: Bagging 

Anna Faris

Biggest regret: Working as a 

daytime stripper after leaving 

college
Fun fact: Before finding success 

as an actor, Pratt was homeless in 

Hawaii

  Sharing a name with Chris Pratt has certainly 

opened doors for me, and I’d like to thank him for 

that. If I ever met him, I’d buy him a drink

Chris Pratt

James Dean

Name: James Byron DeanDate of birth: 08/02/1931Location: Park Cemetery, Fairmount, 
Indiana
Job: Actor, heartthrob Best known for: Rebel Without a 

Cause, East of Eden and his laissez 
faire attitude to road safetyStyle: Smoldering teen rebel, as 

beautiful as he was charismatic. In a 
word: deliciousCatchphrase: “It’s cool, I’ll drive”

Biggest achievement: Becoming 
the first actor to receive a posthumous Academy Award nomination for Best ActorBiggest regret: Probably not getting the busFun fact: Despite being dead since 

1955, James Dean’s estate still 
brings in almost £4 million a year 

Name: James DeanDate of birth: 07/02/1986Location: Draycott (formerly Breaston)Job: Personal trainerBest known for: Weight training, 
CrossFit and my overactive imagination.Style: More Steve McQueen’s 

retro sixties style, especially with 
clothing and carsCatchphrase: “There is no spoon”

Biggest achievement: Losing a ton 
of weight with the help of David 
Kingsbury, the guy who trained 
Hugh JackmanBiggest regret: Not getting into the 

fitness industry soonerFun fact: I once chatted to Jeff 
Goldblum about fashion backstage 
at a TV show
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Name: William (Bill) Smith
Age: 69Location: Bread and Lard Island. 

Never eaten any though.
Job: Taking showbusiness jobs that 

no-one else wantsBest known for: Promiscuity, nudity 

and drugsStyle: My furniture is from the time 

of gas-lightingCatchphrase: “Thanks for cuming!”

Biggest achievement: Being shot in 

Secret Army, and my career going the 

same wayBiggest regret: Putting up with 

homophobia in Selston 
Fun fact: I was once mistakenly 

asked to present the MOBO Awards 

 

 

Name: Willard Carroll Smith Jr. 

Age: 51Location: West Philadelphia, born 

and raisedJob: Actor, rapper, producer, writer, 

ov
Best known for: Pretending to work 

in Boots, apparently in Notts. No 

one remembers why
Style: Chillin' out, maxin', relaxin', 

all coolCatchphrase: “Aw, hell no”
Biggest achievement: Receiving two 

Oscar nominations for Ali and The 

Pursuit of HappinessBiggest regret: Jaden 
Fun fact: Became a millionaire 

before the age of twenty

WILL SMITH

  When I was younger virtually everyone I 

met would point out that I shared the same name 

as the boxer, which was annoying as I knew. But 

now he is retired, the link is very rarely mentioned



Name: Richard HattonDate of birth: 11/10/1992Location: MapperleyJob: Mathematician at UoNBest known for: Enjoying a pint of real ale
Style: Mostly comfortable. I wear a lot of black jeansCatchphrase: “I’m game”Biggest achievement: Having a conversation with Prince PhillipBiggest regret: Not travelling during my time off in the summer.Fun fact: I have played rugby for Paviors RFC for over 20 years

Name: Ricky “The Hitman” HattonDate of birth: 6/10/1978Location: StockportJob: Retired boxerBest known for: Almost beating Floyd Mayweather Jr. AlmostStyle: Rough, raucous,fatCatchphrase: “Who are ya?”Biggest achievement: Defeating Kostya Tszyu in June 2005Biggest regret: Not keeping his head against Floyd Mayweather. You were so close, Ricky. Fun fact: Both Ricky’s father and grandfather played for Man City

Name: Sir Tom Jones MBE

Date of birth: 7/06/1940

Location: Treforest, Pontypridd

Job: Singer, Coach on The Voice

Best known for: Belting ballards

Style: Full-throated, robust baritone 

Catchphrase: “I’ll sing songs about 

beating women if I bloody well 

want to”

Biggest achievement: Sleeping with 

250 women in a year. While married

Biggest regret: Katherine Berkery. 

Fun fact: Jones became a tax exile in 

1974, moving into Dean Martin’s old 

Los Angeles’ mansion. He later sold 

the house to Nicolas Cage

Name: Tom Jones

Date of birth: 02/11/1995

Location: Mapperley

Job: Web developer at webdna

Best known for: Bespoke Web 

Development and buying 

Jagerbombs

Style: Quite casual, always jeans 

with hoodies and baggy t-shirts

Catchphrase: “Spoons?”

Biggest achievement: Graduating 

from Nottingham Trent University

Biggest regret: Not paying more 

attention in Inglish lessons

Fun fact: I can lip read and neck a 

pint in under two seconds

Ricky hatton

Andrew Lincoln

Tom Jones

 It could be a bit annoying when I was a kid, but now I’m 

older I own it. It’s not unusual to share a name with Tom Jones. 

I’m just glad I don’t know anyone called Delilah as that could 

spell trouble
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Name: Andrew Lincoln

Location: Bramcote Moor

Job: Relief chef
Best known for: Having the 

largest feet in my year at 

schoolStyle: Relaxed and homely, 

casual and approachable

Catchphrase: “The journey 

is always more exciting than 

the destination”
Biggest achievement: Getting 

married to my best friend and 

life partner in New Zealand

Biggest regret: Not being 

able to work with a hangover 

Fun fact: I'm a qualified 

underwater rescue diver 

 

Name: Andrew Lincoln

Location: London 

Job: Actor, Sheriff
Best known for: Being the 

only Walking Dead actor to 

know when to jump ship

Style: Rough and ready, 

occasionally soppy

Catchphrase: “Corrraaaalll”

Biggest achievement: 

Surviving the zombie 

apocalypse. 
Biggest regret: Making a tit 

of himself in front of Keira 

Knightley’s house
Fun fact: Lincoln’s father-in-

law is Ian Andersont from 

Jethro Tull 

 It doesn’t come up too much - only from 

the hardcore Walking Dead fans. I get asked more 

about being Andrew Lincoln from Lincoln

photos and illustrations: Fabrice Gagos
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Our wonderful Art Editor, Alex Kuster, is hanging up  
her easel and beret, after two years of doing a  
marvelous job…  
They say all good things must come to an end, and in this case they are absolutely 
correct. Alas, my time has come, to hand in my feather quill pen and bid you all a 
very fine day. 

My LeftLion journey has been wonderful ever since the day the sneaks asked me to 
be Art Editor in 2017. I was a gallery frequenter but very lacking in the lingo and, to 
be honest, I felt as though I was not the right woman for the job. But you know what 
you’re supposed to do in times of doubt? Fake it ‘til you make it, baby. I took it upon 
myself to try and make Nottingham’s art scene accessible to all – one shoddy review 
at a time, written in the most unknowing, un-technical lingo going. 

During my time here, I’ve met some fantastic people. I’ve seen some very weird 
things, and some very weird art. I’ve interviewed some very interesting people: 
historians, Olympians, graffiti artists, photographers, trash to treasure-ers. I’ve done 
a magazine takeover on sustainability. It’s been real good. 

But the thing about art is that you don’t need to get it. You don’t have to like it. 
You can just stand there, look at it and try to feel something. You might look at an 
abstract shape at the Contemporary and be reminded of something you drew as a 
child. You might walk through the New Art Exchange, see a photo of a riot and feel 
sad and angry with the system. You might watch an installation at Chaos Magic and 
see a freaky Paegan headpiece and feel scared. The point being, you’re letting the 
obscure in. Nottingham’s art scene will continue to change and thrive, and we’re so 
lucky to have so much in one little city. 

You’ll still see me around though, having a gander. Thank you all for putting up with 
me for the past few years. Stay weird! 

A Change of Art

LeftLion photographer Tom Platinum 
Morley gives us the story behind the cover 
and poster for this month’s issue... 
Tell us a bit about yourself…
I’m a freelance photographer based in Notts. Usually I get hired 
for live events and such-like, though if you pay me, I’ll be there 
for anything! Someone said to me last week that ‘freelancing is 
a lifestyle, not a job’, and I’d definitely agree. Other than that, I 
like weird and wonderful people and trying to understand art. 

What was the inspiration behind the cover?
The ‘drunken Santa in a bath’ idea has been in the air of the 
LeftLion office for a few years. I think it was Bridie that first 
mentioned it to me. As for the inspiration… I mean, who doesn’t 
want to see Mr and Mrs Claus getting messed up in a bathroom?  

How does it compare with other projects you’ve worked on?
Most of my work centres around a stage or arty scene of some 
sort, so getting to work on a planned shoot was a nice treat. 
The whole team really pulled it together so well. I’m mostly 
surprised that we managed to find a bathroom that mostly  
fitted what we needed and that the owner (thank you again!)  
let us do it.  

What was the biggest challenge that you faced in creating 
the piece?
The whole thing went really smoothly. Nothing can be entirely 
perfect, but for the time and budget limits we had, I think we 
smashed it. We did have to stop half way through shooting 
though, as the young lad that lived in the house came running in 
shouting “I need a poo.” 

How do you feel about Christmas?
Bah humbug! Other than for the younger family members 
I couldn’t really care less about Christmas myself. Unless it 
snows. Then I act like an excited four-year-old.  

Tell us about some projects you’ve worked on in the past…
I was part of this year’s Off Centre Festival again which is  
always nice. I had my long-term daily Instagram project (@i_
forget_therefore_i_insta) up in The Carousel. In the autumn I 
was part of the group exhibition Castle Ruins III at The King Billy. 
I tried something a bit different with that one and dug into  
my mental health issues for the sake of art, and then had to 
make a new Instagram to house that side of things (@emotions_
art_photons).  

What have you got planned for the future?
Other than building up my freelancing business (hire me!) I have 
started work on a side project to document and build profiles of 
some of the amazing creatives and generally interesting people 
we have in this city.  

Is there anything else you’d like to tell the LeftLion readers?
*Slowly walks backwards singing James Blunt’s You're Beautiful 
while being lifted in the air by drag queens. Cut to top down shot 
of me spinning slowly as a Christmassy mist and snow billow 
gently in. Then glittery graphics appear with a wave of my hand: 
‘Merry Christmas you filthy animals’.*  

instagram.com/emotions_from_photons

illustration: Carmel Ward





photos: Curtis Powellillustration: Natalie Owen

Ditch the mainstream shops – Notts’ local businesses already have it all. Once 
again, we’ve rounded up some of the best independent places on and off the 
high street, and the prime wares they’ve got stashed on their shelves... 
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Nottingham City Guitars 
Nottingham’s very own vintage guitar 
emporium and workshop. Selling used and 
vintage guitars, as well as those hard-to-
find accessories, Nottingham City Guitars 
also run workshops that’ll teach you how 
to repair and refinish your guitar. 

Fender Stratocaster AVRI 62 Hot Rod 
by Fender
A 2007 vintage re-issue '62 Stratocaster, 
with tweed case tags and tools.

£1,590 
 
 

7 Woolpack Lane, NG1 1GA
07850586625 

nottinghamcityguitars.com

Brew Cavern
A specialist craft beer bottle shop stocking 
the best local, national and international 
craft beers, bottle conditioned real ales 
and ciders. Their mission is to source the 
very best selection of specialty beers from 
around the globe.

Oude Geuze Magnum by 3 Fonteinen 
Lambic is a barrel-aged blended sour 
beer style from Belgium. Blended with 
lambics from seven different barrels 
and originating from ten different 
brews, dating back to 2015. 

£40 
 

9 Flying Horse Walk, NG1 2HN
07742355347

brewcavern.co.uk

Helena Tyce Designs 
Helena Tyce sells greetings cards, art 
prints and homewares from her tiny gallery 
in Sneinton. Everything starts life as a 
hand-drawn illustration and ends up as a 
thoughtful, ethical gift that shows you care. 
 

Broadway Cinema Print
Celebrate one of our favourite 
cinema haunts with an art print of 
the Broadway. Helena can even add 
personalisation to make it a truly 
thoughtful gift. 

£18 

Avenue C, Sneinton Market, NG1 1DW
01158373740

helenatyce.com
Five Leaves Bookshop

Located in the centre of Nottingham, 
Five Leaves specialise in: cityscape and 
landscape, politics, fiction and poetry, 
LGBT+, counterculture, international 
writing, and magazines and journals. In 
2018, they won UK Independent Bookshop 
of the Year.
 

A Love Letter to Europe by Coronet
An outpouring of sadness and hope 
from writers, thinkers and artists, 
including Alan Moore, JK Rowling and 
Sandi Toksvig.

£16.99 
 
 

14a Long Row, NG1 2DH
0115 837 3097

fiveleaves.co.uk

Delilah Fine Foods
Twice winner of the UK's best delicatessen, 
it’s a haven for all foodies, with shelves 
crammed with the finest products from all 
over the world. Their restaurant menu uses 
products from the shop to create a diverse 
and delicious dining experience.

Duck Panettone with Chocolate and 
Orange Cream by Loison Panettone
A twist on the Italian classic, this 
waterfowl-shaped Panettone is filled 
with chocolate and orange cream, 
making it perfect for those with a super 
sweet tooth.

£22.99 

12 Victoria Street, NG1 2EX
01159 484 461

delilahfinefoods.co.uk

Relic x Hooked 
All your favourite vintage sportswear, 
exclusive trainers and streetwear hidden 
away on the top floor of the Vic Centre. The 
walls are decked out with the latest styles 
of sneakers, with rails of jumpers, jackets 
and other gems also waiting to be snapped 
up.  

Jumper by Stone Island
Vintage Stone Island grey knitted 
jumper, size small. Perfect for our 
crummy British weather.

£120 
 
 

intu Victoria Centre, NG1 3QN
07975766343

@relicvintageuk @hookedbhm



Gray & Bull Styling Opticians 
Styling Opticians and purveyor of luxury 
eyewear with the biggest choice of frames, 
sunglasses and lenses in Nottingham. 
They’re the oldest opticians in Notts, and 
sell niche eyewear from around the world.  

Limited Edition Marengo by Jacques 
Marie Mage
The Marengo by Jacques Marie Mage 
is a limited edition frame. Restricted 
to a worldwide release of just 400 
pieces, this frame is accentuated with 
gold rivets and hinges on a transparent 
green frame.

£590
5 Pelham Street, NG1 2EH

0115 9418121
grayandbull.co.uk

Shop Zero 
Head to Shop Zero for a Christmas that 
doesn’t cost the Earth. They’re the top 
spot for sustainable swaps, locally-made, 
zero-waste gifts and 'on-the-go reusables', 
natural beauty, and home. Bring your 
containers for unpackaged food too.
 

Beeswax Wraps Variety Pack by 
Happy Earth
These Nottingham-made wraps 
work well, are breathable and can be 
composted at the end of their life. 

£11.50 
 

16 St James' Street, NG1 6FG
07967565424

shopzero.co.uk
 

The Bead Shop  
Selling a huge range of beads, jewellery, 
craft supplies and creative DIY kits, The 
Bead Shop also host craft workshops. They 
can help you make unique jewellery, or  
you can shop their collection of ready-
made items. 
 

Growing Crystal Pendant by 
Swarovski
Sparkling Druzy style pendant available 
in a range of colours, shapes and sizes. 

From £7.25 
 
 

7 Market Street, NG1 6HY
07808068292

mailorder-beads.co.uk

Handmade Nottingham 
Handmade Nottingham is passionate 
about shining a spotlight on UK creatives 
and curate the best designer makers  
to create a treasure trove of design  
led products. 

Left Lion Tote Bag by Fabritzia Design
This Nottingham Left Lion tote bag 
features the well known phrase 'Meet 
me by the left lion' and the iconic 
stone left lion that sits outside the 
Nottingham Council House.

£12 
 

8 Kings Walk, NG1 2AE
07853285267

handmadenottingham.com

Mimm  
Combining the worlds of fashion, 
music and art, Mimm prove unique and 
independent clothing, audio visual events 
and a radio station, all of which support the 
local scene and creatives.  
 

Keithy Black Sweat by Mimm
Inspired by Keith Haring and screen 
printed at Mimm Studios. 

£50 
 
 
 

13 Broad Street, NG1 3AJ
07480658085

mimm.co.uk

Ice Nine 
Nottingham's number one alternative 
shopping destination since 1979. Ice Nine 
sell everything from silver jewellery to 
clothing, smoking paraphernalia, adult 
toys, circus skills, body jewellery, crystals 
and more. 
 
 

Hand made Turkish Mosaic Lamp
This unique hand made Turkish lamp is 
bound to spice up your home  
decor-game.

Starting from £36 
 
 

9-13 Goose Gate, NG1 1FE
01159580786

icenine.co.uk
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Dukki 
Dukki is the home of regional gifts, 
designed to make you giggle. They 
celebrate the fantastic heritage and dialect 
of the East Midlands, and want to share it 
with the masses.  ‘

Ayup, me duck!’ cotton Tote Bag 
by Dukki
Ayup, me duck! Featuring Sir Francis 
Drake. 100% 6oz Cotton tote bags, in a 
range of designs. 

£7.50

18 St. James' Street
01159413800

dukkigifts.co.uk

Ideas on Paper
A haven of independent titles – covering 
everything from food and travel, to graphic 
design and fashion – are presented as both 
magazines and coff ee-table books. There’s 
loads of brain stimulation available, so go 
get you and your cronies inspired for the 
new year. 

Delayed Gratifi cation
Slow journalism – covering stories 
a few months later, after the dust
has settled.  

£10

Cobden Chambers, Pelham Street, 
NG1 2ED

07977098375
ideasonpapernottingham.co.uk

Behind the Red Door
A beautiful gift boutique on the edge of 
the historic lace market. Behind the Red 
Door sell an eclectic mix of contemporary 
gifts, homewares, jewellery, fashion 
accessories, greeting cards, stationery 
and perfumery items.

Dansk Jewellery by Dansk 
Smykkekunst
Contemporary Danish jewellery, 
created by husband and wife duo 
Christian and Malene Storm.    

£15 to £40

Union Chambers, 11, Weekday Cross, 
NG1 2GB

0115 950 2564
@behindthereddoor

Art of Football 
Art of Football are a leading football 
culture collective that create clothing and 
artwork for the football moments that 
matter. They’ll have the perfect gifts for the 
football fan in your life.

City Ground by Night by Art of 
Football
Their new 'Stadiums by Night' project 
uses chalks and pastels to create 
artworks that look to capture the magic 
of your favourite Ground at night.

£10.99

Sneinton Market, Unit 17 Avenue B, 
NG1 1DU

0115 841 2834
art-of-football.com

Montana
Montana specialise in the fi nest Spanish 
specialities: Spray Paints and a large 
selection of various products and goodies 
from around the world. They also sell 
merchandise from sketchbook brands 
Leuchtturm 1917 and cool streetwear brand 
By Parra & Laser Barcelona.

Vandals on Holidays T-Shirt 
Three-colour hand screen-printed on 
the front with a heavyweight feel and 
classic cut. 

£30

Avenue A, Sneinton Market, NG1 1DT
07779254764 

montanashopuk.com

Louisa's Vegan Chocolates
Luisa’s is an ethical and sustainable, all-
vegan local chocolate business. They pay 
our farmers 3x more than fairtrade for their 
premium cocoa, and aim to help them have 
a better lifestyle .

Vegan Chocolate Wreath
a beautifully detailed chocolate wreath 
designed with their lovely signature 
cocoa pods. 

£10

Sneinton Market, Unit 7, NG1 1DT
07828 794743

luisasveganchocolates.co.uk
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EXPLORE NOTTINGHAM’S INDEPENDENT BUSINESSES
 THIS FESTIVE SEASON



“Someone in your community has nominated you for a bit of extra love this Festive 
Season. Please look after yourself so that you can do this for someone else some 
day. Lots of love.” This is the message you are greeted with upon opening up the 
luxury hamper delivered to your door by Basket Brigade. Tear open the box and 
inside you’ll find gifts, toys, festive food treats and basic items, such as tea, coffee 
and custard, all personally hand-picked for your family by local volunteers. All 
because your community believe you deserve it. 

Seventeen years ago, Laila Risdon and her team from Indio Brave – a social 
enterprise started in 1996 – attended Tony Robbins’ renowned Fire Walk workshop, 
where they learned about the global phenomena that is Basket Brigade. Started by 
the philanthropist and life coach Robbins himself, the scheme stemmed from the 
notion that anybody can change their life, and someone else's, just by giving. “You 
never know what the act of giving does, because there’s knock-on effects,” says 
Laila. “We appreciate that everybody needs a little bit of help, and this scheme is 
about being able to give because, perhaps someday, it will come back around.” 
Now operating in more than 400 cities and nineteen countries, the Nottingham 
branch has developed its own personality since their first Basket Brigade day 
fifteen years ago, moving beyond being a specially-selected care package of food 
gifted to those in need. 

The premise is simple. Members of the public can visit Nottingham Basket 
Brigade’s website and nominate people in the community they believe are 
deserving of a hamper this festive season. No matter the reason – whether they’ve 
recently become widowed, lost their job or just spend all their time giving to others 
– if someone believes they are in need of extra love, Basket Brigade will do all they 
can to honour that. 

All year round, they collect small presents and accept donations to their basket 
fund. Mince pies, Christmas gift sets, toys, chocolates – whatever people are 
willing to provide. “This year we’re particularly short of cake,” says Laila. “Our 
scheme is run by 100% volunteers and there is no admin finance, so we are entirely 
dependent on donations. This year, the Girls’ Brigade are supporting us and Boots 
dropped off a pallet-sized stack of donations, which is wonderful. KB packaging 
have provided us with all the wonderful hampers too.” Anyone can donate to their 
fund via their website, or bring along donations to the Iona School in Sneinton on 
Saturday 14 December, where you can volunteer to become one of Santa’s little 

helpers, and compile and deliver the baskets. 

The day starts at 7am, when Laila and the team unpack all the donations 
received and prepare the boxes for packing. When the volunteers arrive, 
that’s when the fun really starts: “You’ll receive a piece of paper with some 
information about the family you are packing for – so it might be a single 
mum with three boys aged two, six and eight – and then you’re sent off 
around the hall to create a wonderful gift for them based on this brief. It’s 
great fun as it’s almost like Aladdin’s cave, and you feel very connected to 
the box of goodies you’ve made.” Once you’ve wrapped it all up you can 
pass it along to someone else to deliver, or you can go and surprise the 
recipient yourself. 

It’s thanks to the continued support of Nottinghamshire Community 
Foundation that Laila and the Indigo Brave Foundation have been able to 
run Basket Brigade for well over a decade now, and it’s become a staple 
of their year. “To be honest, my kids wouldn’t think of Christmas without 
Basket Brigade. There’s usually about fifty plus volunteers on the day and 
it’s a wonderful atmosphere. People come back year after year – it’s so 
connected to the people now.” 

But it’s not about the warm feeling it gives the volunteers – it’s about the 
impact that it has on the recipients of the presents. Over the years, the 
nominations have been wide-ranging, from young carers to parents with 
disabled children. “My favourite story from last year was a man who had 
recently lost his wife and was left with four children. The house was dark 
– there were no decorations up or anything. We knocked on the door 
and could see the kids twitching the curtains to see who it was. 

“He came to the door and when we passed it to him his eyes just welled 
up. The kids were jumping up and down as they could see the parcels, 
so he let them come through and one of the kids said, ‘We weren’t going 

to do Christmas this year because my mummy has gone to heaven and my 
daddy’s very sad.’ The man turned to the kids and said ‘I think we can do it 

now guys.’” 

By adding a few extra items to your weekly shop, or picking up a cuddly toy you 
see on offer in your local discount store, you can help brighten the festive season 

for someone in need, and potentially change their life. It really is as simple as that. 
“There was an old lady who lived on her own who thought she’d won an award 
when we turned up. We were so moved we went along with it – she even did an 
acceptance speech which was amazing! There was also a single mum with a five-
year-old who turned around and said ‘I’ve never seen a Christmas fairy before!’” 
says Laila. “It’s about so much more than what’s in the box, you know. There’s a real 
feeling of having been seen and appreciated by their community. It’s a gift of hope 
and love.”  

This year’s Basket Brigade Day takes place on Saturday 14 December at the Iona School in Sneinton. 
To volunteer or donate items, please visit their website or Facebook page. 

basketbrigadenottingham.co.uk

Bundles of Joy
It’s estimated that Brits spend over £19 billion on presents during the festive season each year, and feast on 308 
million slices of turkey. But not everyone thinks of December as a season of indulgence and happiness. That’s where 
Basket Brigade come in. Each year, with the help of a team of volunteers and the support from local businesses, they 
reward individuals and families in need with an extra dose of love, in the form of a present from their community… 

words: Emily Thursfield
illustration: Kate Sharp
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 No matter the reason, if someone believes 
they are in need of extra love, Basket Brigade 
will do all they can to honour that 
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As an art student in Bristol, it was Hilary’s background in illustration which 
drew her to animation, along with a desire to escape the isolation that came 
with working from home. “I realised that if I was just to do illustration, I’d be 
sitting at home by myself in my studio. I wanted to be with people,” she says. 
“I’ve always been interested in animation so, following my post-grad, I got a 
job at a studio.” While working her way up from a Junior Assistant to Animator, 
and fi nally to Director, Hilary worked on several classic adaptations of artist 
Raymond Brigg’s books during her career, including The Snowman.  

Of course, at the time they had no idea what a momentous project they were 
actually working on. “When we made The Snowman, we didn’t know it was 
going to become what it did. It was just another fi lm; I haven’t even got any 
photographs from that time.” But turning it into a special Christmas TV event? 
“We did know,” she says. “We thought we’d have him fl y to the North Pole 
to meet Father Christmas. We did an animatic that included a tea party, and 
purposefully kept it all terribly English. At the time, Raymond hated the idea 
because he saw it as being a bit commercial. I think subconsciously, you just 
know what people are going to like, so you add in these little touches, like the 
Christmas cake in the kitchen.”

Back in 1982, animation was painstaking, all drawn by hand during a process 
that could last over a year.  Thanks to updates in technology, it’s now done 
using computer software. “We began working on the story for The Snowman 
and The Snowdog in June and fi nally fi nished a year and a half later. It’s an awful 
lot of work!” says Hilary. These fi lms also require a great deal of creative 
contribution from the production team too. “When you’re adapting something 
like a children’s book, there’s not enough story there for a half-hour fi lm. The 
original Snowman would have made a fi ve-minute fi lm. You have to sit down 
and develop it, adding new ideas and characters.” As the process moves along 
– through treatment, storyboarding, sound, layout, animating, editing and 
colouring – the story develops into something deeper, more tangible and real. 

Hilary was responsible for animating one of the 
most memorable scenes in The Snowman – the 
motorcycle ride. This is where the main 
diff erence between being an animator 
and a director becomes apparent: 
“If you animate, it gets taken out 
of your hands. The director 
can edit your work; I found 
this on The Snowman
because I storyboarded 
and animated all the 
motorcycle scenes, 
but the director 

cut it around so that two scenes were mixed up. I still look at it now, 37 years 
on, and to me it still doesn’t work.” She laughs, so it obviously isn’t too sore a 
point.  

Moving into a directorial role on both The Bear and The Snowman and The 
Snowdog meant Hilary got to call the shots instead. “I think I prefer writing and 
directing. I enjoy animation –  if you know the character and you can actually 
draw it well, it’s beautiful being able to bring something to life.  But on the 
other hand, when you think of an idea, it’s beautiful seeing that come to life 
too.” 

Looking to the future, Hilary is interested in working with 3D. “When I was at 
college, I really enjoyed doing sculpture, but I thought I couldn’t earn a living 
doing that, so I put it on the back burner while I concentrated on drawing. But 
now I’m interested in doing that again; I think it’s partly because I think in three 
dimensions – like shapes and silhouettes. In animation, you have to think of 
the silhouette, so I think it’s a natural progression.”

Hilary is also looking forward to speaking to other creatives about her work, 
and Animorsal’s event organiser, Mark Pyper is excited too. Having ran for 
just over a year and already built up an impressive list of speakers – with the 
likes of Jim Parkin (Aardman), Steve Smith (Beakus), and the team from The 
Soundery making appearances – Animorsels has made a strong start. Their 
main aim is to create a space where anyone interested in animation can meet 
like-minded people, make connections and share tips and advice with each 

other. It’s putting Nottingham on the map for all things animation, 
and it’s exciting to see where it’s headed.

 Animorsels Christmas Special takes place on Wednesday 
14 December from 6pm at Antenna. 

Attendees, who must be 16+, will receive a 
bag of goodies, a free drink and a chance 

to enter their bite-sized animation 
competition, Micromorsels, a twenty-

second-long film challenge. 

animorsels.co.uk

This month, Nottingham will play host to a real christmas legend. Hilary Audus, the creative force behind The 
Snowman, The Snowman and The Snowdog and The Bear, will be speaking at the next Animorsels – a bi-monthly 
meet-up for local animators and creators at Antenna. We caught up with her to get her thoughts on animation, 
directing and her artistic process…  

interview: Miriam Blakemore-Hoy

If you know the character and you can 
actually draw it well, it’s beautiful being able 
to bring something to life
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Mental Health: Self-Compassion

illustration: Liv Auckland

illustration: Leosaysays

Each month, Notes from a Mental Health Nurse examines and explains a 
diff erent mental health disorder, and off ers help and advice to those who 
may be struggling. This time, she’s delved into self-compassion… 
Christmas can be particularly diff icult for those 
who feel that they do not share in the ‘festive spirit’. 
This can be due to poor physical and mental health, 
loneliness or not having the funds to keep up with 
friends and family. Media expectations are high, 
tempting us with big nights out and all the glitz 
and glamour.

Self-compassion at these times can be terribly 
hard. We often tend to focus on our shortcomings, 
berating ourselves for not being as good as others. 
I meet people every day who are much kinder to 
others than they are to themselves. So how do you 
start to look after yourself at this time of year?

You could start by acknowledging that you have 
had your own personal struggles; these could be 
emotional, mental, physical pain, or even a mixture 

of all of these. Recognise that experiencing this sort 
of pain, whatever it may be, is universal – we all 
experience pain at some point to varying degrees. 
The fact that we experience this isn’t a personal fault 
or failing of ours. We are not to blame for our pain, 
and we are not alone.

The self-nurture comes about by not shying away 
from or ignoring the pain, but meeting it with feelings 
of kindness, care, warmth and concern. 

My advice would be to focus your energies on ways 
of alleviating the pain. This could be taking practical 
steps to address a problem that you have been 
avoiding, or allowing ‘somebody in’ to help you with 
this. They could provide a helpful perspective to help 
sure-up your strength and courage at a time when 
you feel less able. 



OPEN UNTIL 6AM EVERY WEEKEND IN DECEMBER

Starring:
Feel good tunes
Outrageous drinks deals
Shocking dance moves
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14 King St, Nottingham, NG1 2AS

Mixed, glazed & crafted by hand



Food and Drink
Culpeper Tonic 

Review: Carluccio’s
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New Menu 
The Wine Room, Mapperley 

More than just a fancy wine-tasting, there’s a stunning 
breakfast menu catering for every diet. For those 

brekkie lightweights, there’s vanilla dairy-free yoghurt 
and homemade granola. Or if you're a fry-up fiend you 

can pick and mix. Lovely 
thewineroommapperley.com 

 

Event  
Washdown Christmas Special - Saturday 14 

Mamma mia, that’s a damn good idea for an event. 
Munch on Italian food and mince pies as the Funny 
Laundering trio bring you chuckles, burlesque and 

cabaret.  
 

wolfstreetfood.com

Must Try Drink  
Mulled Wine - The Botanist 

Christmas time, mistletoe and mulled wine. This 
aromatic, sweet wonder of a drink will warm your 

cockles. Curl up with a mug of it in one of their comfy 
chairs and feel proper festive.  

thebotanist.uk.com

When you think about Christmas food, it’s hard not 
to imagine gluttonous platters that will leave you 
in a food coma for days. Italian gaff Carluccios has 
turned that on its head with its festive menu, which 
indulges you in rich, beautiful flavours rather than 
over-stuffing you like nana’s turkey. That being 
said, we did go for three courses (£28pp). Just so 
we could give a fair opinion, obviously. For starters 
we feasted on crispy fish delights and a veggie 
mezze platter. 

The mezze was filled with lots of lovely trinkets 
– but if they’d served a plate just with the salted 
focaccia and roasted red peppers, I would not have 
complained. Proper traditional, tasty antipasti. 
Often when eating out at Christmas, us veggies are 
either stuck with burned tarts or something else 
boring, but Carluccio’s knows what we all really 
want – a massive portion of porcini and truffle 
creamy lasagna. The vegan festive option is a 
plant-based escalope paired with butternut squash 
and kale that made me double-check the menu 
because of how meaty it was in flavour. 

Puds was the panettone festivo – a beautiful mish 
mash of the sweet bread, with chestnut cream and 
chocolate and hazelnut sauce. It tasted like Kinder 
Bueno with an Italian twist – the dream dessert. 
The staff were welcoming, thoughtful, and happy 
to tell me about the Italian chefs in the kitchen 
and the ingredients sourced from the boot-shaped 
country. Good service can make or break an 
experience, and these lot made it with bells on.  

I never knew I wanted Italian Christmas food but, 
now I’ve had it, I’m mega impressed and want 
more. And Carluccios, with options aplenty on the 
menu, a cosy atmosphere, and fantastic flavours… 
Well, what more could you want from a festive 
food experience? Eve Smallman 

20 Central Avenue, West Bridgford, NG2 5GR
carluccios.com

You can’t have your G without a T, and the folk 
at Culpeper Tonic know all about creating 
tantalising bubbles for your buds. Jen and Vic 
run the Beeston-based business, and have a 
keen focus on natural, sustainable ingredients. 
The stuff is so good that two of their tonics were 
awarded Great Taste awards this year. ‘On the 
Moor’ tastes like a trip to the moorlands, with 
flavours of heather and gorse blossom, while ‘In 
the Forest’ walks tastebuds through the woods 
using notes of Douglas Fir, Birch leaves and a hint 
of oak smoke.  

The tonics are made from British ingredients 
and wild flavours, with many of the botanicals 

hand-grown or foraged by the owners in B-town 
and the surrounding area. Not just any old herb 
or flower makes the cut mind – the criteria for 
being an ingredient is that it has to feature in 
the Complete Herbal by legendary British botanist 
Nicholas Culpeper (hence the name), and the 
plant is either found in the wild or is able to thrive 
without human intervention. 

You can pair these lovely liquids with whatever 
you fancy, but if you’re looking to jazz up your gin 
game, you can try out this cocktail created by the 
owners… 

This wonderfully Christmassy gin cocktail is 
the perfect blend of foraged fruit and spice. 
Enjoy in front of the fire after a long walk in 
the country, sip whilst trimming the tree or 
guzzle a few to get you through the trauma 
of present wrapping – we won't judge.  

Ingredients (for 1 cocktail) 
50ml quality sloe gin
10ml clove syrup (see instructions)
25ml lemon juice
1 egg white
50ml In the Forest - Culpeper Tonic 
1 orange peel
1 star anise

Clove syrup
1 cup white sugar
1 cup water
1 cup whole cloves

Method: 

For the clove syrup
1. Add the sugar, water and cloves to a small 

saucepan. 
2. Slowly heat and simmer gently for 20 minutes.  
3. Turn off the heat and allow to completely cool 

before removing the cloves. 
4. Pop your delicious clove syrup in a jar or bottle 

and keep in the fridge for up to 3 weeks. Use in 
cocktails, coffees or drizzled over sweet treats. 
 

1. Add 50ml sloe gin, 25ml lemon juice, 1 egg 
white and 10ml clove syrup to a cocktail 
shaker.  

2. Add a handful of ice, cap your shaker and 
shake vigorously.  We recommended humming 
a Christmas tune while shaking – one verse 
of Jingle Bells will result in a perfectly shaken 
cocktail.

3. Pour through a strainer into your cocktail glass.  
4. Gently top-up with 50ml of In the Forest tonic 

by Culpeper Tonics and garnish with a whole 
star anise and a curl of orange peel. 

culpepertonic.com
@culpepertonic
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The Winter Forager Cocktail



Review: Four Bells

Words and photos: Lucy and Lentils 

 
Filling 
½ large butternut squash 
1 red onion 
4 cloves garlic 
½ tsp ground ginger 
½ tsp chilli flakes 
¼ tsp fennel seeds 
½ tsp thyme 
¼ tsp ground cumin 
2 bay leaves 
 
Tart 
2 cups flour 
1 1/2 tablespoons sugar 
1/2 tsp salt 
1/2 cup + 2 tablespoons margarine  
2 tablespoons vegetable oil 
3 tablespoons water (cold) 
1 level tsp of rosemary finely chopped 
 
Topping 
¼ cup pomegranate seeds 
4 brussels sprouts peeled 
¼ cup roughly chopped pistachios 
 
Dressing 
2 tbsp tahini 
2 tsp lemon juice 
2 tsp water 
A generous pinch of onion powder,  
salt and pepper 
 
 
 
 

 

Method: 
 
For the tart 
1. Sift the flour, coconut sugar and salt into a mixing 
bowl then add the cubed dairy free spread. Add the 
chopped rosemary and mix together. 
2. In a separate bowl add the water and oil then add to 
the mixing bowl and combine. Pat into a rough cube 
then wrap in cling film and then place in the fridge for 
30 minutes. 
3. Once chilled, take out and place onto a floured 
surface and roll out to ¼ inch thick. 
4. Place the rolled pastry in a greased tart tin, 
chopping off any excess around the edges, then, using 
a fork, prod the tart base several times and set aside 
ready for the filling. 
 
For the filling 
1. Chop the butternut squash into large squares and 
lightly boil for 20 minutes until softened. 
2. In a separate pan, gently heat the spices for around 1 
minute then add a glug of olive oil and fry the onion. 
3. Drain the butternut and add to the pan with the 
onions and spices. Using a fork, roughly mash the 
butternut, still leaving chunks here and there, then 
take off the heat and leave to one side. 
4. Add the filling to the pastry and place in the oven for 
45-50 minutes until the pastry is golden. 
5. Peel the larger leaves off the brussels sprouts and 
scatter over the top of the tart, then place back in the 
oven for around 5 minutes to crispen. 
6. Take the tart out of the oven and scatter the 
pomegranate and pistachios. 
7. Mix the dressing together in a small dish and drizzle 
over just before serving. 
8. Slice up and enjoy with friends over a festive feast!  
 
                                                              lucyandlentils.co.uk 
                                                                  @lucyandlentils

Butternut Squash Festive Tart Recipe

To Follow 
NGFP Local Lunch Podcast 

This weekly food podcast is bringing you all the 
knowledge for munching on sustainable food in the 
city. They chat to locals who know their stuff, give 

advice on growing food, provide recipes made with
Notts produce, and loads more.  

nottinghamgoodfoodpartnership.co.uk

 
It’s a hoot to appropriate words because you can’t 
be arsed to use the correct terminology. Hence why 
the word tapas has been plonked on the end of 
numerous countries’ cuisines at a growing pace by 
the hospitality industry. Greek tapas? No, that  
would be meze. Italian tapas? No, that would be 
Cicchetti. It is therefore delightful to see that the 
Four Bells in Woodborough are sticklers for not 
being pricks and their tapas menu is refreshingly, 
predominantly Spanish. 

When presented with an extensive tapas menu, I like 
to place three separate orders. I go fish dishes first, 
with a glass of Cava (can’t understand why this isn’t 
called Spanish Prosecco for ease). Then meat and 
vegetables, and finally an order of the spicier options, 
while doubling down on anything from the previous 
two orders that were particularly moreish.

With this strategy, we proceeded to absolutely smash 
our way through the menu, starting with fried squid 
with pink peppercorns, king prawns in garlic and 
chilli and red mullet with samphire.  

After that, Piquillo peppers, patatas bravas, 
Manchego cheese with membrillo (quince jelly),  
veal and herb meatballs with pistachio were all 
washed down with the help of a lovely Spanish red 
wine. Finally, chorizo in honey and toasted sesame 
seeds, morcilla de brugos and a reorder  
of manchego and squid. 

One standout was the veal meatballs, as the 
pistachio and herbs gave them distinct character. 
The red mullet, with fillets of perfectly cooked fish 
paired with the sea saltiness of the samphire, also 
worked wonderfully well. The pub’s last tapas night 
of 2019 is Wednesday 11 December, so get on it. 
They do run regular steak nights and mussel nights 
though, and I’m sure the quality of them is superb if 
the tapas evening is taken as a baromoter.  
Sebastian Powell

 
87 Main St, Woodborough, NG14 6EA 

fourbellsnottingham.co.uk

When it comes to providing veggie food at Christmas, it can be tricky to 
think of something that isn’t Linda McCartney’s finest. Luckily, our Lucy 
has created this terrific tart… 



Book Reviews

Calling all Creative Youths

 Dan Webber
Genre Fluid

Dan Webber’s Genre Fluid is an ambitious collection: 
It acts as a map in which the reader is taken through 
diff erent moments of Webber's experiences.
  
While Genre Fluid has been published in Notts, the feel 
of the writing and the earnest storytelling gives the 
collection a universal edge. The connection of telling 
stories involving the exploration of sexuality reminds 
the reader that all people have the ability to connect 
to one and another. This human connection through 
shared experience, and the understanding of the 
shared experiences of others, has an ability to not be 
limited by setting.   

 When you read this book, you’ll come across the 
interconnection of the poem titles and the poetic lines. 
This technique – combined with the use of the repeated 
lines – is used to signpost where the reader’s journey 
is going throughout the text. Webber also uses images 
to guide his reader through the collection , there to add 
comic value to the collection. 

Poetry can be thought of as the old-fashioned poems 
we all read at school, but most contemporary poetry 
isn’t that at all. Genre fluid is young, fun and an accessible 
read for all. Kate Hewett

Nottingham’s rich literary heritage has led to our designation as a UNESCO City of 
Literature, a monumental achievement for our ‘rebel city’ which ensures much-deserved 
worldwide recognition for our prolifi c literary excellence, and essentially putting our city 
on the  global map. 

 MyVoice is Nottingham City of Literature’s new creative writing competition for people 
aged 10-25, with the aim of developing young voices in the city and shedding light on the 
pertinent theme of social justice. Richard Bromhall, project off icer at Nottingham City of 
Literature, says: “We want to know is what is it like to be a young person in Nottingham. 
The piece should be about social justice and how you want to change the world. Identify 
a social injustice, and potentially suggest how to fi x it.” Entrants are invited to articulate 
their stories in an abundance of forms – from short stories, poetry, scripts, articles, 
drama and audio materials, including podcasts and fi lm.  

Richard hints that the pieces they’re looking for will be creative, explore an idea and, 
above all, be entertaining. “We want to be enthralled,” he says. There will be three 
winners and two highly commended winners in each age category, and there are some 

fantastic prizes. “Not only will all winners 
receive a UNESCO City of Literature goodie 
bag and a £30 Waterstones voucher, but 
they will also be published in an anthology 
that’ll be launched at a special event in March 
2020 to celebrate the great work they've 
done.” In addition to this, age-specifi c prizes 
are available in each category, and prizes 
available for the school with the highest 
number of entrants.

The deadline for MyVoice is Monday 13 January 2020 
at 4pm. For more information visit Nottingham City of 
Literature’s website. 

nottinghamcityofl iterature.com

Henry Normal 
Strikingly Invisible 

Henry Normal’s 9th poetry collection follows the 
speaker through the monotony of daily life. Many 
of these poems combine what could be seen as dull 
accounts of the speaker’s life with an injection of 
humour. Rather than your standard dedication, Normal 
opens with a dedication poem – an unexpected 
and amusing choice that sets an upbeat tone for the 
subsequent poems to follow.              

With an overarching attention to the smaller details 
of life, Normal references moments of contemporary 
popular culture, such as Simon Cowell’s TV competition 
shows and the use of hashtags. He engages with the 
world in a straightforward and practical way through 
his poetry – although at moments the collection seems 
to lack emotional depth. However, as ever Normal has 
a humorous approach to openly satirise ideas around 
good poetic writing. It is certainly a funny and relaxed 
read. Kate Hewett

Want your book reviewed by our team? Email our 
Literature Editor at kate.hewett@leftlion.co.uk.

Brian Lund
Edwardian Nottinghamshire in Colour

There’s something inherently fascinating about the 
relationship between time and location. Have you 
ever taken the time to stand in a spot and consider the 
thousands of people who have stood there a hundred 
years before you? Or wondered if they thought about 
the people who came a hundred years before them? It 
is part of the reason time-travel remains such a popular 
topic in science fi ction: it’s looking at a version of our 
world that isn’t quite our world. 

It’s that intrinsic fascination that made Brian Lund’s 
book, Edwardian Nottinghamshire in Colour, such an 
interesting read. Collating dozens of Albert Hindley’s 
picture postcards from Nottingham and South Notts 
between 1904-1908, Lund teamed up with photographer 
Rob Inglis to shoot a series of comparative photos, 
creating an intriguing, wonderful book that allows 
readers a glimpse into life in Edwardian Nottingham. 
It’s a comprehensive, innovative and thoroughly 
researched piece of work, off ering an in-depth look 
into dozens of areas in Nottinghamshire, providing 
information that even the most ardent local historian 
might not have known. Ashley Carter

Whether you fancy yourself as the next Charles Dickens or spend your lectures 
making extravagant doodles, the Young Creative Awards is something you 
should get involved in. The awards are the annual celebration of the talented 
young people living, studying and working in Nottingham.

Entries are now open to 11 – 24 year-olds in the city, with eleven diff erent 
categories up for the taking: Animation & Digital Media, Architecture & Design, 
Creative Writing, Dance, Fashion & Textiles, Film, Graphic Design, Music, 
Photography, Theatre and Visual Art. There’s no theme – it’s just a great way 
to put yourself out there. It’s a brilliant opportunity to show off  your talents, 
develop your contacts, and perhaps even launch your career. 

You can conjure up something new to submit or show off  your existing work, 
including stuff  you’ve done at school or at uni. You’ve got nowt to lose, 
and you could bag yourself a cash prize, as well as open up a whole load 
of opportunities. Previous YCA winners have gone on to creative heights 
including performing at Glastonbury, having a book published, taking part 
in international festivals, designing a dress for Beyoncé, and even having 
a top ten record. Winners also get opportunities to take part in exhibitions 
and showcase events, and to take 
up work placements and mentoring 
opportunities with creative businesses 
in the city.  

Entries close Monday 23 March 2020, 
so you’ve got plenty of time to crack 
on. Sift through your portfolio, create a 
masterpiece, do your thing. Our city is 
waiting to hear from you. 

youngcreativeawards.org
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Are you a youngster in our city who has gifted gears whirring 
away? These splendid organisations have corking competitions 
for you… 

Nottingham City of Literature, MyVoice Young Creative Awards





If you’re from Nottingham and want to get added to our music writers list, or get 
your tunes reviewed, hit us up at music@leftlion.co.uk

Your new Notts music tip sheet, as compiled by Nusic’s 
Sam Nahirny. Want more? Check out the fortnightly 
podcasts and live sessions on the Nusic website.

NUSIC
BOX

susan reby 
Spit on It (EP)

A big vocal sound with tender and heartfelt bell-like 
drones, disorientating basslines and melancholy 
chords. These are thoughtfully constructed pop songs, 
purposefully entangled with unease and focusing on 
self-expression. At times haunting, at times like blossom 
swirling, susan provides ethereal layered melodies and 
harmonies, gazing upon personal stories. Using fearless 
experimentation in the music, there are many contrasts 
throughout this unique EP. You need to want to be 
enveloped in the disharmonic abstraction. Fiona F

Giant Head / Daphnellc 
                                           SPLIT 7” (EP)

The debut collab of Nottingham’s unsung heroes of 
experimental electronica. With Giant Head favouring rap 
and Daphnellc creating dancefl oor orientated sounds, 
they may seem diff erent but similarities are apparent; both 
are loop-heavy, building up using sophisticated layers, 
without a chorus in sight. Giant Head’s Bug off ers a new take 
on rap, presenting a looming melody with Cantaloupe’s 
vocals forming the heartbeat that holds it together. Switch 
to Daphnellc’s track and you’ll fi nd jittering 808 and 909 
drums, peppered with cosmic bleeps. Eileen Pegg 

Distant Blue
MYMINDISOUTOFME (EP)

Just ahead of a hometown gig at The Bodega, alternative 
pop-punk rockers Distant Blue release debut EP 
MYMINDISOUTOFME. Showcasing fi ve moody but 
melodically infused and riff -centric tracks, layered thickly 
with distortion and feedback, they create an expansive 
guitar sound. Aggressive beats and a thick bassline provide 
a stalwart rock backdrop to vocals that seamlessly switch 
between chantable and catchy to dark and introspective 
throughout the record. Catch this four-piece live for the 
unfi ltered mosh experience. Max Leathers 

Witches Mark 
You Can’t Take Pictures of the Moon (Album)

Fervid and fi ery, powerhouse two-piece Witches Mark fuse 
punk and blues in a wholly unexpected way. Enter their 
fi rst full-length album You Can’t Take Pictures of the Moon, with
opener Fools Sold – a swaggering vocal voyage – teasing 
the frenetic scope of the album. Stained with punk spirit, 
rascals Emma O’Neil and Tom Hooley blaze their way 
through this album, with the drumming on whirlwind 
Grandpa’s Dog and frantic hooks on Gun driving us especially 
wild. Becky Timmins 

Mimm x LUSTY ARTS (Various Artists)
Universal Lovers 

Mimm is known for nurturing talent and here is a prime 
example, joining a fresh creative crew to showcase its 
sound via a fi fteen-strong release. LUSTY ARTS comes 
from Coff ee Club, who you’ll have heard on Mimm’s 
previous record, favouring distorted beats that drip 
slowly into your eardrums rather than fi ring straight in. 
Beatbaby, Franky Bones, Jeff  Lebowski and more are 
featured. It’s electronic hip-hop, funk, psychedelic and 
maybe even shoegaze-inspired too – a unique insight into 
the future sound of Notts. Eileen Pegg

Blle
She’s lost her I’s and developed a whole new sass-sound. 
Formerly known as Billie – a very good but very sad song 
focused Folk artist – she’s now reinvented herself as basically 
the NG Dua Lipa. The pop beast Calling Me has one of those 
hooks that burrows into your subconscious, and you fi nd 
yourself being kicked off  the NCT 68 for humming it too loud. 
Don’t Be Surprised is a dirty bass-pop monster, which makes us 
feel fi lthy and sassy all at the same time. 

@iamblle

Franky Bones
When you see someone playing with a Notts legend like 
Harleighblu, you know they’re gonna be very sick. So, no shock 
that Frankie Bones, who you’ll fi nd in Harleighblu and Ella 
Knight’s bands among others, is an insanely talented performer. 
Under this solo alias, he makes spacey, jazz-y, ethereal-y 
goodness. VHS fi lter sex music. Tunes that make you feel wavey 
and engaged at the same time. It’s quite a potent hit you’ll get 
from Frankie’s vibes, but it's well worth it. 

@frankybones
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BEST OF DECEMBER

 LeftLion LIVE: Christmas 
Extravaganza
When: Friday 20 December, 7pm
Where: Nonsuch Studios
How much: £10

For the fi rst time, we’re slapping 
our pages onto the stage. An 
exclusive look at our magazine 
like you’ve never seen it before 
– featuring MissImp doing 
Overheard in Notts; Blather on 
Film; The Big LeftLion Quiz and 
Raff le and so much more. 

Rock n Roll Bingo
When? Friday 6 December, 8pm
Where? Southbank City
How much? £5

A musical twist on the popular 
party game. Think normal bingo, 
but swap numbers for bangers 
from the eighties which will appear 
in the middle of a DJ set. Mark 
‘em off  your sheet and be in with 
the chance of winning a variety of 
boozy prizes. 

Women Got Talent
When: Saturday 14 December, 7pm 
Where: Rough Trade
How much: £9.50 (in aid of 
Nottingham Womens Centre)

Hosted by founder Sarah Camplin, 
it’s an event for females to show 
what they’re made of at a night 
of women-powered comedy. 
With a line-up of experienced 
stand-up comedians and 
newcomers spanning from Notts 
to Manchester, you’re in for plenty 
of laughs.

Ivon Hitchens: Space Through 
Colour
When: Until Sunday 23 February
Where: Lakeside Arts
How much: Free

Much loved for his landscapes 
comprised of swathes of bright 
colours, this exhibition spans all 
six decades of the artist’s career, 
moving from his avant garde phase 
in the twenties through to the fi nal 
decade of his life. It’s a feast for 
the eyes. 

Cinematic Happening: Hedwig 
and The Angry Inch
When: Wednesday 4 December, 
6.30pm
Where: Nottingham Contemporary
How much: £7.70

Screening as part of BFI Musicals! The 
Greatest Show, this fi lm helps bring 
attention to the often overlooked, 
sometimes controversial world 
of musicials with a tale of an East 
German gender-queer rock star 
who’s fallen for a young musician. 
Followed by live drag performances 
from DirtyFilthySexy. 

Macramé at Christmas: Festive 
Workshop
When: Sunday 1 December, 10.30am
Where: Handmade Nottingham
How much: £30

The folk over at Handmade 
Nottingham are upping the festive 
spirit by teaching you lot how to 
make your own macramé crimbo 
decorations. The three-hour 
workshop includes a tutorial and all 
the material you’ll need, plus mince 
pies and festive tunes.

Beer and Carols
When: Monday 9 - Wednesday 11 
December, 7pm
Where: Malt Cross 
How much: Free

It’s a festive favourite every year, 
and for good reason. Grab a pint 
and song sheet and become part 
of the Christmas choir. The band 
will play the tunes at the request of 
the audience, and we can promise 
there’ll be good vibes all around. 

Dead Cell Open Mic
When: Sunday 22 December, 7.30pm
Where: The Chameleon
How much: Free

For the December edition of 
musician Joey Collins’ open mic at 
the Chameleon, he’s decided to get 
everyone in the spirit for the big day 
by asking singers to prepare at least 
one Christmas tune. Each performer 
gets three songs on stage, so you 
best pick a good’un.  



 

FRIDAY 6 DEC

♫ The Groove Xmas Special 
JamCafe 
Free, 9pm 
 
♫ This is SKA in the Attic 
Ye Olde Salutation Inn 
Free, 8pm 
 
🎨  Ryan Heath: The Thinning 
Broadway Cinema 
Free, 6pm 
 
♫ Despicable Zee + Maria  
+ The Mysterious Monopole 
JT Soar 
£6, 8pm  
 
🍴  Gin-gle Bells: Festive Gin 
Tasting & Making 
Malt Cross 
£25, 7pm 
 
♫ An Evening with Michael Bublé 
Motorpoint Arena Nottingham 
£62.80 - £96.40, 6.30pm 
 
♫ The Wildhearts 
Rock City 
£25.30, 6.30pm 
 
💃 Gorgon City 
Stealth 
£18, 10pm 

SATURDAY 7 DEC 
 
♫ Sassy Dogs 
The Running Horse 
Free, 8pm  
 
♫ Project Blackbird  
+ Tilly Greentree 
City Arts 
£5, 7.30pm  
 
♫ A Merry Crosslight Christmas 
Alberts 
£6.60, 3pm 
 
👪  SheAfriq Presents: 
Nottingham African Market 
Rough Trade 
Free, 12pm 
 
♫ George Gadd 
The Bodega 
£5.50, 7pm 
 
🔧  Basic Bike Maintenance: 
Saturday Course 
Nottingham Bikeworks 
£40, 10.30am  
 
🎄 Uncanny Christmas:  
Lost Utopia 
Primary 
£6 - £7, 7pm

 

SUNDAY 8 DEC 
 
👪  Johnny & the Raindrops 
Mapperley Social Club Annex 
£6 - £20, 12.30pm 
 
📣  Life in Laughs Lane 
Lakeside Arts 
£14, 7.30pm 
 
🎄 Christmas Tales by the Fire 
Malt Cross 
£8, 2.30pm 
 
♫ Pretty Maggots: Gothmas 
Alberts 
£6.60, 3pm  
 
🎄 Craft In The City 
Christmas Market 
Waterstones 
Free, 11am  
 
🎭  The Gilded Merkin 
The Glee Club 
£16.60, 6pm 
 
🔧  Words for Wellbeing Taster 
Nottingham Writers Studio 
£10 - £12, 11am 
 
🎥 Friends 25th: The One With 
The Anniversary 
Savoy Cinema 
£5 - £6.95, 8.30pm 

MONDAY 9 DEC 
 
♫ Acoustic Rooms 
Rescue Rooms 
Free, 8pm 
 
♫ An Inspired Christmas 
Theatre Royal and Royal Concert Hall 
£6 - £6, 7pm 
 
🎲 Backgammon 
The Lion at Basford 
Free, 8.30pm 
 
🎥 Coming to America 
Savoy Cinema 
£5 - £6.95, 8.30pm 
 
📖  Nicola Monaghan:  
Crime Fiction Launch 
Five Leaves Bookshop 
Free, 7pm  
 
🎄 Beers and Carols 
Malt Cross 
Free, 7pm 
 
♫ Torche 
The Bodega 
£16.50, 7pm 
 
🔧  Reiki 
Nottingham Womens Centre 
£5, 2pm 

TUESDAY 10 DEC 
 
♫ Emeli Sandé 
Theatre Royal and Royal Concert Hall 
£37.50 - £67.50, 7.30pm  
 
📖  Between The Lines Book Club 
New Art Exchange 
Free, 6pm  
 
🎲 The 1UP Video Games Quiz 
Broadway Cinema 
£1, 8.45pm 
 
♫ Craig Taborn 
Lakeside Arts 
£16, 7.30pm 
 
🎄 Beers and Carols 
Malt Cross 
Free, 7pm 
 
🔧  Page Paragraph Poem:  
Open Critique Night 
Nottingham Writers Studio 
Free, 7pm  
 
♫ Beabadoobee + No Rome 
+ Oscar Lang 
The Bodega 
£14.30, 7pm 
 
🎭  Royal Opera House: Coppélia 
Savoy Cinema 
£11 - £13.50, 7.15pm

What’s on? 
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SUNDAY 1 DEC 
 
🔧  Create Your Own LeftLion 
The Carousel 
£30 - £40, 11am 
 
👣  Cinderella 
Theatre Royal and Royal Concert Hall 
£14 - £38.50, 6pm  
 
♫ 20th Birthday: Kagoule  
The Bodega 
£7.70, 7pm 
 
🎭  Too Many Cooks at Christmas 
Bonington Theatre 
£5 - £7, 2pm 
 
🎭  Present Laughter  
Broadway Cinema 
£14 - £16, 12pm  
 
🎄 Craft In The City  
Christmas Market 
Waterstones 
Free, 11am  
 
💃 Argentine Tango One Day 
Complete Beginners Course 
62nd Scouts Hall 
£30 - £50, 10am  
 
🔧  Macramé at Christmas 
Handmade Nottingham 
£30, 10.30am

MONDAY 2 DEC 
 
🎲 Pub Quiz 
Malt Cross 
£1, 8.30pm 
 
👪  Super Mario Monday: Retro 
Nintendo Wii Tournament 
Ye Olde Salutation Inn 
£4, 8pm 
 
♫ Acoustic Rooms  
Rescue Rooms 
Free, 8pm 
 
🔧  Pastel Course with Chas Wood 
Patchings Art Centre 
£50, 10am 
 
🎭  Les Miserables:  
The Staged Concert 
Broadway Cinema 
£14 - £15.98, 6.45pm 
 
♫ Last in Line 
Rescue Rooms 
£24.75, 7.30pm 
 
♫ Ben Ottewell 
The Bodega 
£16.50, 7pm 
 
♫ DirkJan Ranzijn 
Bonington Theatre 
£6.50 - £8, 7.30pm 
 

TUESDAY 3 DEC 
 
♫ Open Mic Night 
Pepper Rocks 
Free, 7pm 
 
👣  Cinderella 
Theatre Royal and Royal Concert Hall 
£14 - £38.50, 7.15pm 
 
♫ Open Mic 
Malt Cross 
Free, 8pm  
 
🎭  Open Class with  
Evangelia Kolyra 
IC4C (Dance4) 
£5, 10am 
 
♫ Jack Peñate 
Rough Trade 
£10.99 - £23.99, 5.30pm 
 
♫ Open Mic Night 
Six Barrel Drafthouse 
Free, 7pm 
 
♫ Hot Snakes 
The Bodega 
£19.80, 7pm 
 
🎲 Pub Quiz 
The Sir John Borlase Warren 
£1, 8.30pm 
 
 

WEDNESDAY 4 DEC  
 
♫ Eilen Jewell Band 
The Glee Club 
£17 - £17, 7.30pm  
 
🎭  Cinematic Happening: Hedwig 
& The Angry Inch 
Nottingham Contemporary 
£7.70, 6.30pm 
 
📖  Carcanet at 50 
Five Leaves Bookshop 
Free, 7pm  
 
🎲 The Big Charity Quiz  
For Framework 
Fox and Grapes 
£1, 8pm 
 
♫ Gazelle 
Rough Trade 
£5.50, 7.30pm 
 
🎭  Branagh Theatre:  
The Winter’s Tale 
Savoy Cinema 
£11 - £13.50, 7.30pm 
 
♫ Pioneer DJ: Open Decks  
After Party 
Suede Bar 
Free, 7pm  
 
 

THURSDAY 5 DEC  
 
🔧  Festive Garland with  
Christmas Cocktail 
Debbie Bryan 
£35 - £45, 5pm  
 
🎨  Life Drawing with  
Oliver Lovley 
Hopkinson’s 
£13, 7pm 
 
♫  Hannah Williams &  
The Affirmations 
Peggy’s Skylight 
£13 - £23, 8pm 
 
♫ Jessica Boswell 
The Old Cold Store 
£5, 8pm  
 
🎄 Bird and Blend’s Xmas ParTEA 
Bird & Blend Tea Co. 
Free, 5pm  
 
😂  Christmas Comedy Special 
The Glee Club 
£19.10 - £38.85, 7pm 
 
♫ Pete Tong 
Motorpoint Arena Nottingham 
£40.10 - £79.30, 6.30pm 
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WEDNESDAY 11 DEC 
 
👪  Annual Fundraising 
Zumbathon 
YMCA gym 
£3 - £5, 10am 
 
😂  £1 Comedy Night 
Canalhouse 
£1, 8pm 
 
♫ Karaoke Night 
Rescue Rooms 
Free, 9.30pm 
 
🎨 Wednesday Walkthrough: 
Bauhaus A-Z 
Nottingham Contemporary 
Free, 6pm 
 
♫ Lauren Ruth Ward 
The Running Horse 
£10 - £12, 7pm 
 
♫ Hour of Penance + Damim  
+ Beyond Grace + Mordhau 
The Angel Microbrewery 
£10, 7pm 
 
🎄 Beers and Carols 
Malt Cross 
Free, 7pm 
 
 
 

THURSDAY 12 DEC 
 
♫ A Jazzy Christmas Carol 
St Giles Church 
£10, 7pm  
 
🔧  Candle Making 
Debbie Bryan 
£35 - £45, 5pm 
 
🎨 Ivon Hitchens: Gallery Tour 
Lakeside Arts 
Free, 1pm  
 
📖  Primo Levi, with Ian Thomson 
Five Leaves Bookshop 
£2 - £4, 7pm 
 
🎨 Sneak Peek of B-ee-p 
IC4C (Dance4) 
Free, 5.30pm 
 
♫ Kelly Jayne Jones + Shakeeb 
Abu Hamdan + Bredbeddle 
JT Soar 
£5.50 - £7, 7.30pm 
 
🎩  A Killer Christmas Carol 
The National Justice Museum 
£39.99, 6.30pm 
 
♫ EMOM 
The Chameleon 

Free, 7pm 
 
 

FRIDAY 13 DEC 
 
♫ Rats + The Assist + The Ruffs  
+ Louis Croft 
Rough Trade 
£6 - £7, 7pm 
 
😂  Rally Comedy  
Christmas Special 
Nonsuch Studios 
£12, 7pm - 9pm 
 
♫ INFL Christmas Special 
The Angel Microbrewery 
£6.60 - £7, 8pm 
 
♫ Mother Vulture + FES  
+ Ooh Rah Archie Kah 
JT Soar 
£5.50, 7pm 
 
😂  Christmas Comedy Special 
Metronome 
£18, 7.45pm 
 
♫ Absolute Bowie 
Rescue Rooms 
£16.50, 6.30pm 
 
🎄 The Overtones  
Christmas Party 
Theatre Royal and Royal Concert Hall 
£25 - £41, 7.30pm 
 
 

SATURDAY 14 DEC 
 
♫ Funny Laundering presents 
Washdown: Open Mic Cabaret  
WOLF Italian Street Food 
£6, 7.30pm 
 
😂  Women Got Talent 
Rough Trade 
£9.50, 7pm 
 
🎄 Family Christmas Concert 
FeaturingThe Snowman Live 
The Albert Hall 
£10 - £15, 3pm 
 
♫ Nasty High XXX Xmas Party 
Alberts 
£6, 7.30pm 
 
♫ Plates Takeover  
The Angel Microbrewery 
Free, 9pm 
 
♫ Iron Void + The Darkhorse + 
Gods Of Hellfire + Bad Men 
The Chameleon 
£7, 8pm  
 
🔧  Magic and Mind Reading 
Nottingham Playhouse 
£20, 1.30pm 
 
 
 

SUNDAY 15 DEC 
 
🔧  Personalise and Print Your 
Own Santa Sack & Gift bag  
Woodthorpe Park 
£7, 10am  
 
🎥 Home Alone Food  
+ Film Night 
Rough Trade 
£18, 7pm 
 
🎩  Bread Talks with Bob Massey 
The Bread And Bitter 
Free, 8pm  
 
🎭  Hansard 
Broadway Cinema 
£14 - £16, 12pm 
 
🔧  April’s Christmas  
Wreath Workshop 
Knit Nottingham 
£30, 10.30am 
 
♫ Nottingham Jazz Orchestra 
The Federation Club 
£10, 8pm 
 
♫ City Beat Radio: Live 
The Carousel 
£1, 11am 
 
🎭  Bolshoi Ballet: The Nutcracker 
Savoy Cinema 
£11 - £13.50, 3pm 

MONDAY 16 DEC 
 
♫ The Bootleg Beatles 
Theatre Royal and Royal Concert Hall 
£27.50 - £35, 7.30pm 
 
🏫 Archaeology Now Talk: After 
Boudicca: Being Roman in the 
Land of the Iceni 
Lakeside Arts 
£3, 1pm 
 
📖  Five Leaves Book Group 
Discusses a Booker Prize Winner 
Five Leaves Bookshop 
Free, 7pm  
 
🎲  Big Christmas Charity Quiz 
Yarn 
£1, 8pm 
 
♫ Bad Manners 
Rescue Rooms 
£19.25, 6.30pm 
 
📣  Dave Haslam 
Rough Trade 
Free - £10.99, 6pm  
 
♫ Ugly Bread + Plates + City 
Beat 
Ugly Bread Bakery 
Free, 12pm 
 
 

TUESDAY 17 DEC 
 
♫ The Hallé Christmas Concert 
Theatre Royal and Royal Concert Hall 
£9 - £37, 7.30pm 
 
🎲  Pub Quiz 
The Sir John Borlase Warren 
£1, 8.30pm 
 
♫ Open Mic Night 
Pepper Rocks 
Free, 7pm 
 
♫ Dirty Laces + Arcades  
+ Rolling People 
The Chameleon 
£5.50, 7.30pm  
 
♫ Russ MB 
Rescue Rooms 
£16.50, 6.30pm 
 
🎭  Royal Opera House:  
The Nutcracker 
Savoy Cinema 
£11 - £13.50, 7.15pm 
 
♫ Open Mic 
The Overdraught 
Free, 8pm 
 
 
 
 

WEDNESDAY 18 DEC 
 
♫ Karaoke night 
Rescue Rooms 
Free, 9.30pm 
 
🎲  General Knowledge  
Quiz + Open the Box 
The Lion at Basford 
£1, 8.30pm 
 
♫ Mint + Black Shiver + Primal 
Rough Trade 
£6 - £7, 7pm  
 
🎩  Georgian Delights: Making 
Music in Georgian Britain 
Lakeside Arts 
£3, 1pm  
 
♫ Soundin’ Off:  
Ayanna Witter-Johnson 
Peggy’s Skylight 
£10 - £13, 8pm 
 
🎄 The 2019 Christmas  
Variety Show 
Bonington Theatre 
£8, 7pm 
 
🎄 A Georgian Christmas 
Lakeside Arts 
£18, 7.30pm 
 
 

THURSDAY 19 DEC 
 
👣  Cinderella 
Theatre Royal and Royal Concert Hall 
£14 - £38.50, 7.15pm 
 
♫ Rev It Up! 
The Bodega 
Free, 10pm 
 
🎲  Quiz Night 
The Abdication Micropub 
£1 
 
👪  Nappy Social 
Sobar 
Free, 10.30am 
 
♫ Dirty Stop Out Thursdays 
Propaganda 
11pm - 5am 
 
😂  Christmas Comedy Special 
The Glee Club 
£19.10 - £38.85 
 
🎩  Humbug! A Killer  
Christmas Carol 
The National Justice Museum 
£39.99, 6.30pm 
 
🎄 Dine ‘n’ Disco Christmas Party 
The Southbank City 
£8 - £25, 7pm 
 

FRIDAY 20 DEC 
 
😂  Tricity Vogue’s Christmas 
Sauce: Second Helping 
Theatre Royal and Royal Concert Hall 
£11.50, 8pm 
 
♫ Charity Gig for  
Hayward House 
The Old Cold Store 
£5, 7pm  
 
♫ Caribou Club Launch Night 
Alberts 
£10 - £12, 8pm  
 
🎄 Dub Republic Xmas Party 
The Chameleon 
8.30pm 
 
♫ The Magic of Motown 
Motorpoint Arena Nottingham 
£29.20 - £34.24, 8pm 
 
🎄 LeftLion LIVE:  
Christmas Extravaganza 
Nonsuch Studios 
£10, 7.30pm 
 
♫ Maetlive + The Never 
Neverland ‘Santa’ Express 
Rescue Rooms 
£16.50, 6.30pm
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SATURDAY 21 DEC
♫ The Highway Junkies
The Running Horse
Free, 8pm 

♫ Jingle Belles Christmas
City Arts
£6 - £8, 7pm

♫ Kidsophonic: The Night Before 
Christmas
The Albert Hall
Free - £10, 11am

😂 Christmas Comedy Special
Metronome
£18, 7.45pm

🎭 A Night at the Theatre
Nottingham Arts Theatre
£5 - £10, 6.30pm

♫ Palm Reader
Rough Trade
£5.80, 7pm

♫ 18th Annual Christmas 
Covers Party
The Bodega
£8.25, 7.30pm 

SUNDAY 22 DEC
👪 Craft In The City: Christmas 
Market
Waterstones
Free, 11am

👪 Christmas Carol Concert
The Golden Eagle
7.30pm

♫ Dead Cell Presents a 
Christmas Shindig
The Chameleon
Free, 7.30pm

🎭 An Evening of 
Christmas Cheer
Nottingham Arts Theatre
£10 - £12, 6pm

👪 Punk It Up Xmas Party
Rough Trade
£3, 3pm

♫ Sunday Piano Series: Dina 
Duisen + Martin James Bartlett
Theatre Royal and Royal Concert Hall
£11, 11am

♫ Guns or Roses
The Southbank City
£8 - £10, 7.30pm

MONDAY 23 DEC
♫ Acoustic Rooms
Rescue Rooms
Free, 8pm

♫ Nottingham Harmonic Choir: 
Family Carol Concert
Theatre Royal and Royal Concert Hall
£10 - £21, 7pm 

🎲 Backgammon
The Lion at Basford
Free, 8.30pm

♫ Nottingham Harmonic Choir: 
Family Carol Concert
Theatre Royal and Royal Concert Hall
£10 - £21, 7pm

♫ Five Star Swing At Christmas
Bonington Theatre
£14 - £16, 7.30pm

🔧 Reiki
Nottingham Womens Centre
£5, 2pm

🎲 Street Fighter II 
Weekly Tournament
The Overdraught
£2, 8pm

TUESDAY 24 DEC
👪 Open Mic
Six Barrel Drafthouse
Free, 6pm 

📖 Christmas Eve Sing-a-Long
The Southbank City
Free, 12pm

🎥 Home Alone
Savoy Cinema
£2.15, 10am

🎥 Frozen II 
Bonington Cinema
£2.15, 10am

🎄 Pizza and Prosecco 
Festive Special
Revolution Cornerhouse
£25, 12pm

🎭 Pinocchio
Nottingham Playhouse
£13, 10.30am

♫ Lady Rose
Rose & Crown
Free, 7.30pm

🎄 Waiting for the Big Man
The fireplace
A mince pie, all night long

FRIDAY 27 DEC 

♫ Live music
The Grosvenor
Free, 9pm

♫ Root Down!: Late with 
DJ Daddio
Peggy’s Skylight
Free, 10pm - 11.45pm

👣 Cinderella
Theatre Royal and Royal Concert Hall
£14 - £38.50, 7.15pm - 9.45pm

♫ Get Lucky
Rock City
10pm - 3am

♫ Pop Confessional
The Bodega
Free - £5, 11pm 

♫ 4Tune Fridays
PRYZM
£3, 10pm - 4am

♫ Propaganda Fridays
Propaganda
10pm - 5am

SATURDAY 28 DEC

♫ Stealth vs Rescued
Rescue Rooms
Free - £5, 10.30pm

♫ Rebel Rebel
Rock City
£4, 10pm

👪 Family: Weekend Activities
Nottingham Contemporary
Free, 11am

♫ Selective Collective 
Vinyl DJ Night
Malt Cross
Free, 7pm

♫ Saturday Night Jam
The Southbank City
7pm - 11pm

♫ Short Weekends
The Bodega
£4.40, 7pm

🍴 Christmas Afternoon Tea
Wollaton Hall, History Museum and 
Industrial Museum
£7.50 - £20

SUNDAY 29 DEC

🎲 Quiz up in a Brewery
The Trent Navigation Inn
7pm - 9pm

♫ Welcome To The Jazz Club
The Lion at Basford
Free, 1.30pm

♫ Sunday Session
Propaganda
11pm - 5am

👪 Family: Weekend Activities
Nottingham Contemporary
Free, 11am 

♫ Irish Traditional Folk 
Music Session
Malt Cross
Free, 3pm

🍴 Christmas Afternoon Tea
Wollaton Hall, History Museum and 
Industrial Museum
£7.50 - £20

🎥 Frozen II 
Bonington Cinema
£2.15, 2.30pm

MONDAY 30 DEC

♫ Acoustic Rooms
Rescue Rooms
Free, 8pm

🎲 Backgammon
The Lion at Basford
Free, 8.30pm

🎭 Grandpa’s Great Escape
Motorpoint Arena Nottingham
£29.20 - £51.60, 1pm

🔧 Reiki
Nottingham Womens Centre
£5, 2pm

🎥 Frozen II 
Bonington Cinema
£2.15, 11am

🎭 Sleeping Beauty
Nottingham Playhouse
£18 - £40, 2.30pm

🎲 Pokémon League
The Dice Cup
£1, 5.30pm

🙏 New Year’s 
Resolution Writing
The deepest depths of your mind
Your sanity, 11pm

TUESDAY 31 DEC

♫ Sinfonia Viva 
New Year’s Eve Gala
Theatre Royal and Royal Concert Hall
£18 - £35, 6pm

♫ Dj Russell Fenby + Friends
The Angel Microbrewery
Free, 8pm

🎭 New Year’s Eve: Murder! At 
The Masquerade
The National Justice Museum
£27.95, 7pm 

😂 New Year’s Eve Comedy 
Special
Metronome
£20.50, 7.30pm

♫ NYE: Stealth Presents Bicep
Rock City
10pm

♫ Soul Buggin’ Loves You NYE 
Party
Rough Trade
£8, 9pm

♫ Bon Giovi: New Years Eve
The Southbank City
£12, 7.30pm 
 

What’s on? 
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WEDNESDAY 25 DEC
🎄 Nottingham Community 
Christmas
Sherwood Methodist Church
11.30am - 3pm

🎁 Pretending to Like
Yer New Socks
Under the tree
A fake smile, 9am

🎄 Hiding Sprouts in 
Yer New Socks
Under the table
Smelly feet, 1pm

THURSDAY 26 DEC

👣 Cinderella
Theatre Royal and Royal Concert Hall
£14 - £38.50, 7.15pm 

🎭 Pinocchio
Nottingham Playhouse
£13, 3.45pm

💃 Throwback Thursdays
Bierkeller
Free, 9pm



BON GIOVI
THE WORLD’S PREMIER BON JOVI TRIBUTE

NYE
PARTY

SOUTHBANKCITY.CO.UK
INFO@SOUTHBANKCITY.CO.UK
0115 950 6149

TICKETS AVAILABLE FROM THE BAR OR GIGANTIC.COM
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For the full rundown, visit leftlion.co.uk/listings

ONGOING STUFF LIKE EXHIBITIONS AND PLAYS AND THAT

🎨 Fully Fashioned: Archival 
Remnants of the Textile Trade
Weston Gallery
Free ,  11am - 4pm
Thu 21 Nov - Sun 1 Dec

🎥 The Screen: SWAY
Nottingham Contemporary
£5 - £20 , 6.30pm
Thu 21 Nov - Wed 4 Dec

🎨 Mimesis: African Soldier + 
When The Snow Melts
New Art Exchange
Free ,  9am - 6pm
Thu 21 Nov - Tue 31 Dec

🎨 Memory of Land 
+ Beyond Diagnosis
New Art Exchange
9am - 6pm
Thu 21 Nov - Tue 31 Dec

🎨 Ghost Horses and Guns 
+ Little Machines 
The Harley Gallery
Free ,  10am - 5pm
Thu 21 Nov - Sun 5 Jan

🎨 Faces from the Past: 
Images on Medieval Pottery
Lakeside Arts
Free
Thu 21 Nov - Sun 5 Jan

🎩 Washing, Singing, Dancing: 
Women Living and Working in 
Prison
The National Justice Museum
Free ,  9am - 5pm
Thu 21 Nov - Sun 5 Jan

🎨 Still Undead: Popular Culture 
in Britain Beyond the Bauhaus
Nottingham Contemporary
Free ,  10am - 5pm
Thu 21 Nov - Sun 12 Jan

🎨 Angela Verdon
Djanogly Art Gallery
Free
Thu 21 Nov - Sun 9 Feb

🎨 Ivon Hitchens: 
Space Through Colour
Djanogly Art Gallery
Free
Thu 21 Nov - Sun 23 Feb

🎨 Men, Women and Things
The Harley Gallery
Free ,  11am - 4pm
Thu 21 Nov - Fri 31 Dec

🎭 Sleeping Beauty
Nottingham Playhouse
£18 - £40
Fri 22 Nov - Sat 11 Jan

🎨 Sound Image
Surface Gallery
Free
Fri 29 Nov - Sat 7 Dec

🎩 Humbug! A Killer 
Christmas Carol
The National Justice Museum
£39.99 ,  6.30pm - 10.30pm
Fri 29 Nov - Sat 21 Dec

🎨 Motif
Bonington Gallery
Free
Fri 29 Nov - Sat 1 Feb

👪 Winter Art + Craft Fair
Attenborough Nature Reserve
Free ,  10am
Sat 30 Nov - Sun 1 Dec

🎭 Cinderella
Theatre Royal and Royal Concert Hall
£14 - £38.50
Sat 30 Nov - Sun 5 Jan

🎭 Aladdin
Nottingham Arts Theatre
£13 - £16
Sat 30 Nov - Sun 15 Dec

🎭 The Snow Dragon
Djanogly Theatre
£8.50
Sat 30 Nov - Tue 31 Dec

🎄 A Lovely Sense of 
Christmas Cheer
All over the bleddy shop
Free
All month long

🎨 Christmas Installation
Lakeside Arts
Free
Mon 2 Dec - Tue 31 Dec

👪 Christmas at Contemporary 
2019
Nottingham Contemporary
7pm - 12am
Tue 3 Dec - Fri 20 Dec

🎭 The Wonderful World of 
Dissocia by Anthony Neilon
The Nottingham New Theatre
£3 - £6 ,  7.30pm - 10pm
Wed 4 Dec - Sat 7 Dec

🎨 Ryan Heath: The Thinning
Broadway Cinema
Free ,  12pm - 6pm
Fri 6 Dec - Sat 14 Dec

🎭 Season’s Greetings
Lace Market Theatre
£11 - £12
Mon 9 Dec - Sat 14 Dec

🎭 Edward II by Christopher 
Marlowe
The Nottingham New Theatre
£3 - £6 ,  7.30pm - 10pm
Tue 10 Dec - Fri 13 Dec

🎭 Guy Masterson: A Christmas 
Carol by Charles Dickens
Lakeside Arts
£16
Wed 11 Dec - Thu 12 Dec

🎭 Pinocchio
Nottingham Playhouse
£13
Wed 11 Dec - Tue 14 Jan

🎩 Georgian Delights: Life During 
The Reign of George IV (1820-
1830)
Lakeside Arts
Free
Fri 13 Dec - Sun 29 Mar

👪 Family: Colourful Architecture
Nottingham Contemporary
Free ,  11am - 3pm
Sat 21 Dec - Sun 5 Jan

🎥 Home Alone
Savoy Cinema
£2.15, 10am
Sat 21 Dec - Tues 24 De

🎩 Peaks and Pots: The Life 
and Work of Felix Oswald
Lakeside Arts
Free
Tue 7 Jan - Sun 29 Mar

🎨 Contemporary Chinese 
Art From the Priseman 
Seabrook Collection
Lakeside Arts
Free
Sat 11 Jan - Sun 16 Feb

We’ve compiled a list of the best New Year bashes 
in Notts that’ll take you into the new decade smiling... 
and a little tipsy... 

💃Stealth Presents: Bicep
Rock City, 8pm
Northern-Irish electronic duo are the fi rst headliner to be annouced, 
with four more get to go. Get your name on the presale list pronto.

🎤 Bon Giovi Live
Southbank City, 7.30pm, £10 - £15
The world’s best Bon Jovi tribute act will be taking you into 2020 
playing all the band’s best hits, plus music from support acts and a DJ.

♫ Slumb Party + White Skull Death Snakes of Death
Annie’s Burger Shack, 8pm, £5
Our Annie has recruited two raucus local bands to get you in the 
celebratory mood. You’ll get a free rum punch at midnight too. 

💃 Detonate NYE: Drum and Bass All Night
The Brickworks, 9.30pm
Detonate will be joined by headliners High Contrast plus more special 
guests. Tickets go on sale soon to subscribers only, so get on it.

🙌 Soul Buggin’ Loves You
Rough Trade, 9pm, £7
Soul Buggin’ are putting on a NYE knees-up to showcase some of their 
favourite DJs. Expect to see sets from Wrighty, Beane and Elmo.

💃 DirtyFilthySexy presents: New Queers Eve
Nottingham Contemporary, 8.30pm, £10
Nottingham’s alternative LGBTQ+ club night has sorted out sets from 
Charity Kase, Dis Charge, Nana and more for this year’s NYE shindig.

🙌 80s, 90s
Six Barrel Drafthouse, 9pm, Free
There’s no better way to enter a new decade than reminise on two of 
the greatest from the past. Fancy dress is optional (but rewarded).



illustration: Natalie Owen
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We’ve teamed up with the National Justice Museum to put objects 
from the past into the hands of people of the present. This month, we 
took a handmade Christmas card, created by Wakefield prisoner 
Albert Riber in 1910, to the Creative Quarter studio of designer and 
artist Helena Tryce.

“I wonder about this watermill; 
it could be in Wakefield, and 
these little birds are so sweet. 
I'm wondering whether he'd 
been there or whether it was his 
imagination.”

“The items you’d need to make this 
could have been dangerous, so you 
wonder whether they had any time 
to make these as part of a work as 
a therapeutic thing.”

“The thought of being in a room 
with no pencils or paper and not 
being allowed to create is awful. 
Someone recently described 
creativity as ‘just that fleeting 
moment’.”

“It’s that thing that happens in just 
a moment, and when it’s gone it’s 
gone. That’s where panic comes in, 
because you can’t get it down. The 
idea of spending years like that is 
terrifying.”

words: Andrea Hadley-Johnson
photo: Fabrice Gagos

As New Zealand prepares to remember the 250th anniversary of Captain James Cook’s arrival in the 
country, we take a look back at the life of WIlliam Williams, the Nottingham Bishop and linguist who 
created the first Māori to English dictionary, grammar book and Bible...
Controversy has arisen as to whether the milestone of Captain Cook’s 
arrival in New Zealand should be greeted with celebration or grief. The 
Government’s decision to build a replica of his ship, the HMS Endeavour, 
and sail it around the New Zealand coast has been met with derision from 
some Māori and Pākehā (white New Zealanders). For some, Cook’s arrival 
heralded a new era of opportunity, laying the foundations of the modern, 
multi-national New Zealand we see today. For others, it represented a 
catastrophic intervention into the Māori way of life; a tragedy that began 
with the murder of nine Māori almost immediately after Cook’s arrival, and 
culminated in the attempted decimation of Māori culture and the loss of 
sovereignty over their land. 

Among those who attempted to bridge the linguistic gap between the 
two cultures was Nottingham-born William Williams, who would go on to 
have an enormous influence on the future of the Māori language. Raised in 
Southwell by a family of Dissenters (nonconformist Protestants), Williams 
showed great linguistic ability from an early age and, after completing a 
surgical apprenticeship and marrying Jane Nelson in Newark, he followed 
his brother Henry to the Church Missionary Society station in Paihia, Bay of 
Islands in 1826. 

Later that year, with Williams already fluent in the Māori language, he 
began the first serious, sustained effort to produce the first Māori Bible. 
After eleven painstaking years, he finally completed the whole of the New 
Testament and most of the Book of Common Prayer. During this time, 
Williams travelled extensively throughout the country, regularly visiting 
Waikato, the East Cape, Hawke’s Bay and Waikaremoana. Eventually,  
he was appointed Bishop of the predominantly Māori diocese of Waiapu  
in 1859. 

It was throughout these travels that Williams began to find something of a 
common cause amongst the Māori population, growing increasingly critical 
of the fragile state of the country, and becoming an outspoken opponent 
to the Waitara Purchase. This act, which saw the attempted purchase of 
land in the Taranaki region of New Zealand from its Māori owners, was 
highly contested and led to the loss of hundreds in the Taranaki wars. While 
those wars ended in a brittle stalemate, the following Invasion of Waikato 
saw British forces confiscate over 12,000 square kilometres of Māori land. 
Having once supported the Government policy of subjugating ‘rebel’ Māori, 

Williams wrote in 1868, “As a community and as a government we have 
been puffed up, first with an idea that we were in the right, and secondly 
that we were able to put down the natives by our own strength…. We are 
now brought very low.” From being named as the first Anglican Bishop of 
Waiapu, the Nottingham-born Williams had grown to see the unjust nature 
of British colonialism and the policy of land confiscation.

As a man, Williams is a complex and intriguing figure in the history of 
New Zealand’s colonial past. He’s far from the ‘white saviour’ figure that 
Hollywood likes to present in stories of British colonialism; he often showed 
little interest in Māori culture other than when it came to his mission and 
linguistic work, and expressed disapproval at many traditional Māori 
customs. His colleagues, both Māori and Pākehā, found him a pleasant, 
kindly man who was easy to get along with, but who became instantly 
resolute once his principles were crossed. But, as an early missionary to 
the country, he was uniquely placed to witness some of the most drastic 
power shifts in the country’s history, and did more than almost any 
other to understand the Māori language. His shift in attitude toward the 
treatment of the Māori people is a telling insight into the unjust nature of 
Governmental policy and land seizure. 

Williams’ later years were spent writing Christianity among the New Zealanders, 
which was intended as something of an apologia for the CMS mission in 
New Zealand, as well as an early dictionary and grammar of the Māori 
language. After suffering a stroke, Williams died in February 1878 at the age 
of 77, leaving behind him a complicated legacy that at once partook in the 
indoctrination and colonisation of the Māori population, while fascinating 
in their native language and growing to loathe the English Government 
policies that had stripped them of their land.

 From being named as the first 
Anglican Bishop of Waiapu, the 
Nottingham-born Williams had grown to 
see the unjust nature of British colonialism 
and the policy of land confiscation
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